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ADRIEL'S MONKEYS

= Ken and Ponzi clash at The Rockland
J j Athletic Club Friday night. It is ad
♦
Choose him whose Site and
mitted that Ponzi had the better of
manner ol speech please you. —
Pancho and that Pease could be
••• Seneca
credited with nothing better than a
draw, but it should also be remem
bered that Villa had Just fought six
TO STUDY FISHERIES
hard rounds, as well as a hard battle
the night before. So one guess is
A favorable report on a bill pro about as good as another when It
viding for economic studies of the comes to next Friday night’s clash.
Rookie Wright of Belfast is coming
fishery industry was filed with the
Senate Commerce committee Friday down to prove that he hasn’t lost his
spark, and he will certainly need It
by a suo-ccmmittee headed by Sena
all when he meets Frankie Merrill of
tor White.
Augusta.
The measure already has passed the
And here's a funny one, K O. Den
House. The report said the proposal
nis in a prelim. He is due to meet a
“Is similar to the aid rendered agri
cullud pusson by the name of Jabbing
culture through the activities of the
Jake MeCulla. Next we know Dennis
Department of Agriculture and seems
will be ln the Scotohgrab bout.
to be in line with general public pur
The top prelims will bring together
poses." It would extend the powers
Popeye Manta and Young Audet.
of the Bureau ot Fisheries to conduct
studies and desseminate Information. Brawn vs. skill.

SAVE MONEY!
BUY

RETREAD TIRES

i

The mighty engines of the liner
throbbed ceaselessly. The chief engi
neer wiped a perspiring forehead as
he scowled at the pale-faced young
man with the oil can.

"Look here." he growled, “you aren’t
PASSENGER—TRUCK
' helping me much.with these engines.
ALL SIZES
PRICES RIGHT | yet I understood you knew something
USED CARS
I about machinery."
BOUGHT AND SOLD
“So I do." stammered the other,
’’but on a smaller scale, you know."
R(M KI.AND
“What's your usual Job?"
RANKIN ST..
57Ttf
"Watch repairing!"—Stray Stories

MILLER’S GARAGE

THE REV. J. CLARENCE LECKEMBY
Candidate for Representative to Congress on the Townsend Plan
will speak on
“THE TOWNSEND PLAN"
ROCKPORT TOWN HALL. THURSDAY. MAY 14—*00 P. M.
Everyanr Cordially Invited.
Admission Free
57-58

BASEBALL
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
VS.

ST. GEORGE HIGH SCHOOL
COMMUNITY PARK, TUES., MAY 12; 3.45 P.M.

SATURDAY THE BIG DAY

FRIDAY. MAY 15
CAMDEN HIGH VS. ROCKLAND HIGH AT ROCKLAND

FROM OUR STAGE

25 THRILLS 25
RESUMED THF. SAME AS BEFORE

ON THE SCREEN

‘Song and Dance Man"

DOBBINS’ SOCONY SERVICE
MERLE DOBBINS. Prop.
PARK AND UNION STREETS.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Give Your Car a Certified Mobil Lubrication with
Specialized Lubricants

SOCONY CRANKCASE SERVICE

MOBIL OIL

MOBIL GAS

56’lt

SIM’S

ticularly for the members of the lates a personal experience:
(First Installment*
local P.TA. organlzition. Through
MONKEYS^Adnel U. Bird, owner
out the State emphasis has been of thc La Touraine Airbus, wished me
Heniy Clay Moody of Thomaston Moody, senior, was willed his father's
laid upon safety, recreation, library I an happy Easter In 1935 by sending sat before the open grate In his 135- farm back In Lincolnville and upon
service and maintenance, toxoid1 •«« a shipment of twenty-five live year-n'd residence on High street the hls return to Maine he sold the St.
tests, immunization, music, art, cor- alligators. This year I arrived home other cay, and the fire’s cheerful Stephen plant to his son, then 20.
rective work ln conjunction with the Easter eve with a pretty little bunny glow iev«aled him tn a reminiscent The latter operated It one year.
Young Moody, at this time, was the
Summer Round-up. and much wel- , for a neighbors youngster and a mod a.- he turned to answer Tlie
fare work. There have been ap large premonition that all was not Courier-Gazette reporter’s request star athlete lr. that section of New
proximately 14 new associations or well. That afternoon my wife had for so.no details concerning his long Brunswick, particularly at baseball.
He was a pal, also, ol Fred Harmon
ganized since the fetate convention telephoned me, "Adriel Bird has and VBt’cd career.
ln October, now giving a total of 94 shipped us a big box from Frank
The goal for the next six months Is Buck's wild animal farm at Amity
to make thc number 100. District ville, Long Lsland, with two live
meetings, dates shown below, have monkeys in it." I had warned her.
been arranged. In addition to a undei no circumstances to open the
field worker from the National ot- crate or let the monkeys loose. I
flee and members of the state board, already had. at home, my own dog.
there will be ^jeahers on "Safety" one neighbor’s dog. and one blue
and ’’Recreation." S. D. Dyer of the Persian cat. I knew I would be
Central Maine Power Company will bringing the rabbit and would have
give a demonstration cf great in to house it until the next morning
terest ln modern methods of sight- Two live monkeys added to the
saving in home and school. A rep- | menagerie, well,
resentative from the State Depart
CHAOS—Once over the threshold,
ment of Education will speak at all my worst fears were confirmed.
meetings. As many of the different j Thirty children from as far west as
organizations as possible are urged Ward 6lx were crowding about the
to attend.
kitchen, peering down the cellarway.
Monday May 25—Old Orchard.
giggling and screaming. I dared the
Tuesday. May 26—Bethel.
cellar stairs. There were a number
Wednesday. May 27—Bath.
of full grown "bring-em-back-aUve'
Thursday May 28—Dover-Foxcroft. neighbors of mine, armed with
Friday. May 2»—Winterport.
brooms, mops, horse blankets, and
Mrs. Noel Little, State president. walking sticks, rushing back and
together with Mrs. Haven Sawyer, forth, shouting, slamming, whacking,
will be in attendance at the National
j ducked just in time to avoid losConventlon in Milwaukee. Mrs Little ,ng an <ar as a brown flash catapulted
bring one of the speakers on Sunuy. heatf and landed on a high
I day. May 10. as one of the four State she]f n WBS
jn the evening,
presidents taking part In a program
By eight we had cornered one of
of Home. School. Church and Com- | the simians and had nailed him back

week is the Eastern over Into the afternoon, as will the
orchestra hearings.
Maine School Music Fes
These contests are open* to the pub
tival which takes place lic free of charge.
ln this city Saturday,
All of the organizations will parade
with entries in glee clubs, at noon, with the massed bands giv
bands and orchestra con ing a short concert at Past-office
tests from Bangor, Bel Square. The parade will be a color
fast, Dexter, Bar Harbor, ful affair, each unit garbed In dis
Rockport,
Camden,
Rockland, tinctive uniforms.
A concert will be presented at the
Brewer, Milo, Waterville, Searsport
Fairfield, and other Maine towns in High School auditorium at 7.30, when
this section. The public is invited to a massed chorus of 250 voices will
render nine numbers. There will also
attend the various contests.
The band units, beginning at 9. will be vocal and instrumental solos and
be heard at the High School audi J other features ot interest. A small
torium, followed by the orchestras admission charge will be made for
this concert to help toward defraying
about 10.
The chorus and glee club units, expenses incumbent upon such an
starting at 9, will be heard in the undertaking as the Festival.

BRUNO MAZZEO WINNER
Led the Field In Saturday’s Handicap At Revere
—Hitch-Hiked Home

Bruno Mazzeo, 20-year-old youth , elapsed time of 1:15:46. His correctfrom Rockland, showed hls heels to a ed l‘me was 1:13:16.
Mazzeo arrived home this morn
field of 90 road runners. Including a
ing after a long hitch-hike from
number of well known veterans, In!
1 Boston. Motorists looked askance
the 12-mile handicap l oad race ini a( the young pedestrian who was
Revere. Mass., Saturday, under the carrying the handsome trophy, and
auspices of the Point of Pines in | "llfts'’ were few and far between.
connection with the dedication of the "Guess they thought I stole it."
laughed Bruno, referring to his prize.
Gen. Edwards Memorial Bridge.
Mazzeo had dropped out of the re
The boy from Maine ltd to the tape cent marathon, and went into the
such performers as Tony Paskell. for- ' Revere handicap with little thought
munity.
into the crate. These neighbors had
mer winner of the Cathedral run. of success. Hls condition must have
been so sure they could handle a
and William McMahon of Worces- been good 'hls Pluck 6lwa>'s
for
couple of little monkeys.
ter, who finished second in this year's ‘>e
'*'e
By nine we had the other monkey
i Mazzeo has no immediate plans,
marat ion.
| except that he
enter a Gloucestreed up In a nest of gas pipes. He
The Fountain Family
Mazzeo s elapsed time was 1 hour 1 ter race on Independence Day.
made moves toward an opening in
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
15 minutes 4 seconds, hls corrected
He was barked in Saturday’s race
' the ceiling. I held him away with a
If any reader has information con dust mop. He would show hls teeth
time 1.14:06.
•
by lhe Athletic Club of Rockland—
cerning the Fountain family. I un make as If to Jump at me. The
Although setting the best time of Thomas H. Chisholm president,
Harry C. Moody, who pioneered in the West when the City of Omaha was in
derstand that originally there were others came closing In with the blan1
09:52
McMahon drew third honors Thos. Chisholm secretary, T. H.
the making
three brothers Barnabas. Jacob and tetl If on]y j coujd push him loose
on an elapsed time of 1:15:52. Pas Chisholm treasurer. T. Chisholm
Isaac, who emigrated from England and maJte hlm spring Into the
kell pulled into second place with an chairman of the board of directors.
T.w events of four decades are not who was the champion hundredand settled on Cape Cod
, blankets!
Thence they moved eastward to. Suddenly he Jumped But not ln- quicklv told when they relate to a yard man of New Brunswick. New
the Province of Maine and New t0 the blankets. He grabbed onto man wlxse pursuit of a livelihood York friends Induced Harmon to go
Brunswick Jacob settled In Bris- a hot water pipe which crossed the has taken him far afield, and who to England to enter the Sheffield
ton, Barnabas in St. George and ceiling. And he clung there as his has teth three fortunes come and handicap, and the champion said he
; Isaac tn New Brunswick. In the paws blistered. I made a desperate then vanish tn periods of this coun- would If Harry Moody would ac1 "History of the Town of St George. grab. rescued him tn a blanket. Hold- try’s pnfiieas which are destined to company him. As the latter expresses it today, "We -.vent with flying
Maine.” I find that at the first town ing him to me, I tried to soothe him llve in 1 .story as panics.
Harry Moody, as all of his Thomas- colors, and came back steerage.”
meeting held April 4. 1803 one Bar- with words, patted his head as he
There were 60 entries ln the Shef
i nabas Fountain was elected road squirmed beneath the cloth. I had ton and Boston neig ibors know him.
I surveyor.
heavy gloves on. Finally I got hold went broke on one occasion before field handicap which was a 150I also find that one B. Fountain of him and worked him out and held he had fairly embarked on hls busi yard race. Hannon got into the j Smart girls, whose faces shone with Minnie Smith, Corinne Edwards,
ouilt two vessels in St. Oeorge. bark. him as one would a frightened rabbit. ness career That was over on Eng finals but next day was taken sick j happiness and enthusiasm, waylaid Amelia Carter, Marjorie Jackson,
B Fountain, year unknown; and One reassuring pat was all I gave lish soil when he accompanied New before the race, and went on the all pedestrians on Main street Satur Evelyn St. Clair and Grace Kirk.
And here is a list of the young
| Sch North Carolina, year unknown him. With the speed of a snake Brunswick's champion sprinter, and track in that condition, with a seven- day from 8 a. m. to 9 p. m., and when
their
work
was
completed
the
city
salesladies:
practically
worked
his
way
back
yard
handicap.
At
the
end
of
110
, In 1892. I find only two. and then that little fiend got his teeth onto
Marie Thistle, Dorothy Melvin,
yards, well out in front, and gaining was well peppered with the little popby the female line listed as inhabi- the back of my hand and bit right home.
Hls first business' reversal came on the scratch man, Harmon sud pies which had been bought from' Dorothy Demuth. Lois Nash. Eleanor
tants of St. Oeorge Were there two | into me.
I by the name of Barnabas Fountain
Well, a little after midnight I with the panic of 1893 when he saw denly fell in a dead faint. Belief World War veterans and resold for, Nye. Alice Mooradian, Violet Dolan.
their benefit, that of their families, Arline Robbins. Martha Seavey. Doro
I in 8t. George?
found him behind a wall board par the earnings of hls Omaha depart- that he had been drugged was widely
child welfare and community welfare. thy Tibbetts, Virginia Willis, Dorothea
ment
(store
vanish
into
thin
air.
;
voiced,
but
this
did
not
restore
the
My own claim to relationship with tition. chased him into a corner,
The gross receipts Saturday were Merriam, Marion Church, Naomi
, the Fountain family Is by the female captured and caged him. The next Incidentally, it was the first real de money which he and Moody had bet
$229.
and the expenses to be dedicated Richards. Priscilla Staples, Maxine
1 line. My mother's maiden name was day I built a wonderful wood and partment store to be established in on the race, and they started back
represent a comparatively small fig Perry, Shirley Torrey, Dorothy
the
Nebraska
metropolis.
to
America
in
a
chastened
mood.
[ Jones, daughter of Ezekiel 8. and wire cage for the pair. And our
ure. This is a somewhat better show Brewer, Charlotte Staples, Angelia
I Hannah (Fountain) Jones, and I cellar became a zoo.
Romance Enters Picture
Worked At $8 a Week
ing than was made last year.
D'Agostino. Harriet Richardson, Lois
' presume, the daughter of the original
REVENGE—About Monday my
Mr Moody met with second finanThe poppy day setup was headed by Jacobs, Grace Brackett, Catherine
Young Moody obtained a joto with
Barnabas Fountain, as she was mar wlfe talked of leaving the house clal set-back later In the 90s when
Shepard & Norwell in Boston, where Mrs. Bernice Jackson, whose efforts Delano, Anna Taylor, Lillian Pendle
ried about 1812 or 1813. She died at Tuesday we figured even the neigh- he sought to establish a scries of
he worked In the hosiery department ln behalf of Winslow-Holbrook Post ton, Helen Whitmore, Barbara Ken
1 St. Oeorge sometime In the early borhood was too close. You can't I chain stores in Maine, being a pioand Auxiliary have meant so mucn nedy, Barbara Cables, Ida Shapiro.
' 70 s and my grandfather Jones died take monkeys out Into the open air neer also in this venture. The panic at $8 a wee£. When John Shepard.
Jr. opened his Providence store, for both organizations, and who re Mary Egan, Warner St. Clair. Perry
at Lynn. Mass., ln 1885
when It's colder than 60 degrees. ' of 1898 ended that dream, but the Moody was one of the men selected to ceived hearty co-operation from Hec Margeson. Betty Ruth Dolliver, and
In the “History of Eureka Lodge. The monkeys couldn’t leave but we j real depths of hls business misforgo there. This was In 1880 Through tor G. Staples, commander of the Miriam Scammon.
: F A M of St. George" I find one could. Talk about goats! And yet If tunes were destined to be probed
the urging of Manager James B. Past.
And not to be overlooked for a mo
I Isaac Fountain was admitted to
the monkeys are given to the zoo my some years later when he and a Brown he Joined the staff of the A.
On Mrs. Jackson's committee were ment was Walter Butler, son of the
' membership June 9. 1858; died in little girl will be heartbroken. What partner after making a success in a
Cruickshank Co., which had the other fine workers—Ella Hyland. Adah late Col. Walter H Butler, one of the
1891 He seems to have been the to do? What to do?
; New York Commission business, largest store in Omaha. The salary Roberts. Ida Huntley. Queenie Moora early commanders of Winslow-Hol
last of the male line of the Fountain
About all you can do Is to pray for , ventured 'nto the export trade and was $30 a week—good pay in those dian. Margaret Young. Mary Slslatro, brook Post.
family in St. George.
warm sunny weather. Really they sank their all, through misplaced days.
Albion B. Crocker
are cute little devils and with a confidence In South American buyOmaha, at that time, had a
BOLT STRUCK MILL I mill would have been switched If ln
Somerville. Mass . May 11.
clothes pin over the nostrils, you can i ers.
population
of about 26.000. The late
condition. A trouble crew from the
• • • •
sit and watch them toy the hour. I j In the midst of these ups and David Talbot and Henry Cole of
I would like information concern
Thirty Employes At Warren
Maine Power Company soon
do. when I have a clothes pin. And , downs there runs the thread of a Rockport arrived later and engaged
located the blown fuse and ln a hour
ing Jennie Wooster of North Haven.
as I sit I keep calling them by name. pretty little romance during that in the ice business there.
Get
Bad
Scare
—
Robert
work was going on as usual at the
If any of The Courier-Oazette readers
One is Frankie, after Frank Buck, period when Mr. Moody was a resi
After leaving the Cruickshank
mill. Work dismantling the arma
knew her—and know when her hus
Packard Burned
and the other Is Adriel after Adriel dent of Nebraska. The girl's name company, Moody became a special
ture was to have been started Mon
band died.
Owl's Head Reader.
Bird. I don't know which one smells was Arta Cody. She was the daugh- agent on the Union Pacific Railroad
Mill officials of Georges River day.
Supplies of raw wool In the United worse, but I Imagine Adriel does. So 1 ter of William F. (Buffalo Bill) Cody. at a sa[ary 0( $1800 a year and ex- Mills are unable to estimate as yet
States are smaller than at this time far I haven't schemed out any re- and ln the course of the friendship penses. He traveled over the entire the damage done st 9:45 |Frlday
Manager: "We have to work to very
a year ago. Production Is expected venge at all. I just sit there, hold- I young Moody went often to Buffalo system, then known as the Union night when a lightning bolt struck fine limits in our workshops. Have
ing my nose, repeating over and over ; Bill’s home in North Platte, coming Pacific Railroad, and was on the
to be about the same.
you had any experience in this direc
agalr in a low, wounded tone, 'Here to be on terms of ntimate friend- train which carried Jay Oould to and burned out the armature tn the
tion?”
dynamo
at
the
power
house.
Robert
Adriel, come Adriel." And I hope ship with the famous scout and open the Oregon Short line between
Applicant: “Yes, sir. For several
maybe the Department of Commerce Indian fighter, who appeared quite Green Rivir, Wyoming, and Pocatello Packard, 1 lght operator at thc power
years I used to cut the ham for res
You'll be delighted with
house,
received
a
bad
shock
and
will take away hls airplane before he In sympathy with the attentions Idaho, which created a saving of
taurant sandwiohes."
our Permanents. Five
flies down to some Brazilian snake which were being paid to his at about 1000 miles. Mr. Moody des bum when a bolt came in five
minutes
before
on
ihe
ground
test
farm and sends me something for tractive daughter.
modern methods.
cribes Jay Gould us “very demo
wire, which was on the level and YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Easter, 1937.
Mr. Moody's business affairs called cratic".
Only the best in
about eight inches from hls right
him to other fields, the friendship
"When I was railroading in the
workmanship and
If I had my life to live again I would
lanquished because of it, and the 80's,” says Mr. Moody, who has a elbow. He leaped for the door and have
made a rule to read some poetry
materials.
daughter of Buffalo Bill later mar- 1 very strong sense of humor, “con five minutes later the dynamo was and lliten to some musir at least once
The loss ot these tastes is a
struck. He described the air as alossweek.
: ried a titled Englishman.
of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
ductors always gave the company 311
blue and sulphurous. After shutting
The Sheffield Handicap
EVERYONK SANG
down the wheel he came to the vil
(Continued on Page Eight)
Everyone suddenly burst out singing;
Mr.
Moody
was
bom
in
Lincolnlage.
His
right
arm
did
not
recover
Tenant’s Harbor, Me.
And I Wla fliled with such delight
j vllle, Waldo County, Me., 80 years
its sense of feeling until over an As prisoned birds must find ln freedom
Perfect results
IS NOW OPEN FOR THE SEASON
DENTAL
NOTICE
Winging wildly across the white
hour later.
Until further notice one regular j ago, son of James Moody, farmer.
Orchards and dark green fields: on: on;
guaranteed.
During
thc
spring
and
summer
sea

and out of sight.
Dinner or Supper will be served I When he was 12 the family moved to
More than thc 30 operatives in the
Prices to suit
every day, and Chicken Dinners on St. Stephen, N. B. His father had son will make appointments for night crew at the mill were left in E'veryones voice was suddenly lifted.
And beauty came like the setting sun.
Sundays. Lobster will be served at I patented a glass cylinder well pump, Tuesdays and Fridays.
everybody.
total darkness for over an hour, the My heart was shaken with tears and
all times in any form: also Stews,
DR. J. H. DAMON
VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP
i and In New Brunswick established
fase having burned out ln a Central Driftedhorror
Salads and Home-Made lees.
Over Newberry's 5c 4 lOe Store
away . O but every one
TEL. 1123-W
84 PARK ST.
TELEPHONE 6-2
. several branch factories, doing lEL. 415-W
KOUKLAND Maine transformer with which the Was a bird, and the sonR was wordless;
the singing will never be done.
54tf
MTU mill is connected but to which thej
moderately well with hls invention.
—Siegfried 8auoon

WE WANTERKNOW!

Smart Sales Force Disposed Of $229 Worth On
Main Street Saturday

COMING EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

PARK®

Interesthig Career Of Harry C. Moody Of Thom- Bands, Glee Clubs and Orchestras Coming Here
For School Festival
aston, One-Time Friend Of the Famous
Scout, Buffalo Bill Cody
The big event of this ( Unlversalist Church, and will carry

THOSE LITTLE RED POPPIES

ADMISSION I5c. 25c

LUNCH

SIRLOIN, TENDERLOIN, RUMP.
AND HAMBURG STEAKS- -

133T&Th-tf

40c

(Swift's Best Heavy Western Beef—Full Size Steak Each Serving)

THE

LOG CABIN FILLING STATON
GAS

LIFE FILLED WITH ROMANCE

Volume 91.................. Number 37.

Friday Night's Meeting Be

Fourteen Associations Have How They Wrought ConSubscriptions 83 00 per yeer peyeble ln
advance: single copies three cents.
tween Pease and Cochran
Been Organized Since Oc
Advertising rates based upon circula
fusion in the Home of a
tion end very reasonable
Is
All
the
Talk
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
tober—Coining Meetings
Helpless Friend
The Rockland Oazette wu established
Judging from the fine showing made The May 1st bulletin of the Maine
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
In his Mcr.day column of the Bos
lished and consolidated with the Oazette by Ken Pease and Ponzi Cochran
In 1882 The Free Press was established
Congress
cf
Parents
and
Teachers
ton Transcript the well-known
In 1855 and tn 1891 changed Its name to against Pancho Villa last week it
the Tribune These papers consolidated
ought to be a classy engagement when contains Interesting reading, par feature writer Daniel Rochford re
March 17. 1897

PARK STREET,

THREE CENTS A COPY

“SPUD" MURPHY, Prop.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

washings a SPECIALTY

oil

CERTIFIED MOBILE LUBRICATIONS
55-56

STATE OF MAINE

TOWN OF WARREN
NOTICE
Hearing will be held at the Town Hall in the Town of Warren,
on Saturday, the 23d day of May, A. D. 1936, at 2.00 o'clock P. M., by
the municipal officers for the approving of malt liquor applications
of the following person:
SILAS A. WATTS, Warren, Maine
All persons may appear to show rause, if any they may have,
why said malt liquor application should not be approved.
Dated at Warren, this 2d day of May, A. D. 1936.
54T57
G. D. GOULD, Town Clerk.

THE BIG ELM
TEA ROOM

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMF.S-A-WEEK

The sleep of a laboring man isj
sweet. —Ecc. 5: 12.

THE MONSTER SHIP
1
Makes Her Successful Trip
To the American Port

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, May 12, 1936

Page Two

Landon’s Popularity Among
Voters May Turn Politicians
Against Him at the Coming
Cleveland Convention

CRUCIAL BATTLE TODAY
St. George and Rockland Lock Horns At Com
munity Park—The Thomaston Cataclysm

Suits him 100% from
morning till night

ONE OF THE BOYS snapped Mr. A. C. Elfman, the
building contractor, loading up his pipe. His favorite
Camden 9, Lincoln 6
' slab. Thomaston made no further
tobacco shows up right plainly. "1 favor a mild,
Both
starting
pitchers
retired
early.
but
four
men
»«*
walked.
By Nicholas Roosevelt
soothing tobacco," says Mr. Elfman. “Prince Albert
The
slugging
in
this
game
was
done
Marriner's three-base hit in the third
suits me 100%. That must be due to P.A.'s ‘no-bite’
Rockland manned lor the next
For the National Republican Builders. Inc.
by Glover. Lord. Morgan. LaCrosse
process and the special ‘crimp cut.’”
drove ln three runs for Camden, while
and Gray. Morgan's contribution beround trip
Straw ballots and primary elections have made it clear beyond any
The high note in public interest ' reasonable doubt that Oovernor Alf M. Landon of Kansas is the choice of the Mank doubled in the fifth to score jng a homer which went so far out
two for Lincoln Reed and Dunbar onto the frontier that the pursuing
echoed out of Lakehurst Sunday. rank and file of the Republican voters as head of the Republican Presidential
pitched the remainder of the game Thomaston fielder was in danger of
when the huge German dirigible ticket.
and were about even. Arico and Dun - being attacked by the injuns. LaThis raises two i or clique. Professional politicians
Hindenburg completed her first
* questions: What is have always disliked any President bar turned ln some nice fielding plays Crosse made two triples and a single,
ocean crossing and received a noisy
for Camden with Reed doing the same but one of the three-baggers had to
the basis for his who can rely on strong popular supwelcome from the great crowd of a
for Lincoln. Arico. Marriner and be called a double because he emuundisputed popu- port. They much prefer someone
thousand onlookers. The story of the
Lewis were the leading hitters.
lated the famous Absent-Minded AbTALKING THINGS OVER with his son
s larity? and. What with whom they can "deal"—and to
huge craft as it was followed ln its
Camden
ner and forgot to touch second, Lord
who’s an architect. They both agree
arc the chances whom they are indispensible if he is
adventurous journey overseas has
on Prince Albert. “It gives me a cooler,
ab r bh po a also made two triples.
been read with great interest, setting
that the conven- to succeed.
more refreshing smoke,” is the way
2 12' A little chap named Simpson played
tion will ratify the
It is to be expected, therefore, that Bartletl. 2b
as it does new figures with respect
Mr. Elfman describes P. A. It's swell
112
second
for
Thomaston
in
the
last
half
Eelyea. 3b ....
people's choice toy ' the adherents of other candidates
for roll-your-own cigarettes also. You
to the quick passage between coun
2 0 2 cf the .game and got a good hand from
Richards, p. rf
can try Prince Albert without risk on
naming him as will Join Icrces at the convention !
tries ocean-separated thus made pos
3 0 3 the crowd for his cleverness. Put him
Arico. ss ..........
our money-back offer below.
Republican candi- against Mr Landon. It is no secret
sible and crowned with such positive
0 11 ii back in the incubator a while longer
Fairbrother, c .
date
for
President?
that
Mr.
Hoover
is
bitter
against
the
success
0 10 0 and he's going to be a star.
There has been Kansas governor. Senator |!orah Wadsworth, lb ........... 4
The huge craft made but a brief
1
Rockland
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voyage of return, with her hundred
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and more passengers. In no long 1
Knox, toured the country for Knox reseats Ur Landon s ability
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time there ls promised another visit 1 ^gj^n months makmg speeches to pick up delegates. Senator Van- Dunbar, rf
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to this side of the water and when ' Ke has not
senator Borah, con- dentoerg. while not necessarily hostile
TRY THIS PRINCELY TOBACCO AT OUR RISK
2 2
38 9 II 27 14 Olover. u........ ....... 4
the return trip ls made passengers centrated a special drive ln a few to Landon -the Michigan Senator
Linrolii
Smoke 20 fragrant pipeful* of Prince Albert. If you don’t find
I Lord. cf. lb----- — 5
pivotal states. He has not. like abstains fum public enmlties-ls. of
are to be taken.
it the mellowett, taitiaat pipe tobacco you ever amolted, retarn
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,
Merritt.
If
______
2
It will be of Interest to our home Senator Vandenberg, pointed the op- course, confidently expecting to be
the pocket tin with the re»t of the tobacco in it to ua at any
1 3 1 Anderson. If -------- 3
Jon:s. s* ______ _ ___ 6*
position
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beneflcUry
of
the
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readers to learn that upon the next
time within a month from thi* date, and we will refund full
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•
Dimick.
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purchase price, plu* pottage. (Signed) R. J. Reynold* Tobacco
voyage of this leviathan Rockland ls Democrats, or like Senator Dlckln- movement, and so cannot be asked Ahen-rf
2 11 0 ■ Cucinello. If _____ 0
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Company, Win»ton-Salem, North Carolina
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“
dark
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therefore,
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Adriel U Bird who has already made
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Governor London s public addres-; the triumpn of the Uarty organiaa- Mank. ef ...
reservations for a prospective visit to
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If
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governing the State of Kansas.
history— at least the history of ReTHE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE
7 9 Skinner, p _______ 0
pipeful* of fragrant
But journalists and political lead- publican « onventlons-repeats Itself Lewis lb_____ _—
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Hildebrandt.
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tobacco in every 2ers from all parts of .he country have with monotonous regularity.
ouncc tin of Prince Albert
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gone to Topeka to talk with him. Not
But In this instance It Is more than Watning. p _______
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0
Never could it truthfully he said a man of importance who has thus possible that the Democratic candl- Cowan. 3b.... ...... .....
Thomaston
that in these immediate regions the come face to face with him has dates will be the beneficiaries of such
I crumbling empire; but he is lost who .
FIT FOR A KING
ab r bh pb a
40 6 10 27 o
annual recurrence of Mother’s Day failed to be impressed with his sanity, action by the Republican leaders
hesitates, and Ethiopia's saviors
fails of generous recognition. From his courage, his simplicity and his Certainly no candidate yet men Camden __ .... 0 0 4 2 0 1 2 0 0-0 Woodcock, cf
were feeling of their own necks. And
00004000 2—6 C Delano. 3b
,A Bowl Of Hulled Corn,
every pulpit audiences that fill the
tioned for the Republican ticket is Lincoln .......
so Omega Is reached and the last
unselfish earnestness.
hits.
Arico.
Marriner
Libby,
ss
.......
Two base
pews listen to the eloquence of
more distasteful to Messrs Farley
Some Nice Milk and Bit
sad page of a downfallmg empire Is
tributes to the memory of the
These qualities of character have , and Roosevelt than the favorite son ' Lewis. Mank Three base hit. Mar- Upham, rf. p
being written.
Of Sugar
rincr Error.-. Jones 2. Merrill. Bar: Jealous, lb. p
mother that was, no less than the been reflected by his visitors with ot Kansas
lett. Brlyea. Wadsworth. Dunbar G Delano, p
mother of the present. Nor is the the result that people throughout the
We might take care that the con- Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Strikeouts Richards 4. Dunbar 4 Overlock, p ..
beauty of flowers wanting to these country have come to sense that here
Now it seems we are about to close elusion of the undying Biblical truth
FIVE MINOR CHANGES
Having noticed in the Saturday
Waimng2. Reed 10 Wild pitch. Rich- Young, p .....
expressions, flowers, in various ls a man of the type which they want
the book of the last black kingdom of does not soon apply to the other
edition a reference to hulled corn. I
ards. Dunbar Hit by pitcher. Pink- Day. c ..........
forms of decoration and strewn and know.
the wdrld. for everything ls over but children of Judea. The International
Albert K. Gardner Tells Of
ham by Richards. Bases on ball- Simpson. 2b ..
upon the final resting places.
They sense that he ls the exact
the shouting and there'll be plenty of road nations are traveling today Is was interested, as my father, when 1
Alterations In Soil Conser Warning 5, Reed 1. Richards 3. Dur. stone. 2b ....
It could be wished in this latter opposite of Franklin D. Roosevelt—
that. And what * strange book It, hardly pretty. It is bordered by was a youngster, used to sell hulled
bar 2.
Anderson. If -------- 3
connection that flower gardens that where Mr. Roosevelt ls devious
vation Plans
was We hardly know the first chap- cannon and scattered with hand corn and milk twice a week in Rock
might be spared molestation. We and inclined to be tricky. Mr. Landon
ters. but we realize vaguely an grenades; rivers of blood crawl be land and once a week in Thomaston.
Rockland 29. Thomaston 4
A K Gardner specialist in soil
32 4 7 27 11 7
could record many of these clandes is straight-forward and square:
ancient beginning back ln the dawn hind fogs of gas. They are still dig During a convention in Thomaston,
7 7 2 1 3 4 3 2 0—29
tinely visited in the dark of night where Mr. Roosevelt will promise conservation, announces five minor [ Sam Seeak's team made so many RoCkiandi
of civilization—the building of an ging “duds" from the diseased soil
and despoiled of their beautiful any thing to anyone Mr. Landon only chan<es m the ruling, under which '“'V
murh'a'i ThomMU>n ..... 0 00 1 3 0 0 0 0— 4 emplK.
the
of Cush— of France, a million and half, so far. he took a large quantity of this food
•
ram.ctrI of the Uatvcrs forgot Vo touch B Two hasp hits Glover LsCross?.!
spring flowers, flowers to which promises
mises what he intends to cam i the conservation
conservaUon program
Droeram will
wl„ be
be ad
ad. of
qTwo
the forward march of antlqu
antique events On days when the wind blows safe and sold out before neon.
their owners have given early cul out: that where Mr. Roosevelt will
when
the
Pyramids
wx-re
younger and they are exploding old gas bombs
To cock the corn he u^cd a large iron
ture, the better to enjor the dais do anything for votes. Mr. Landon ministered. Pointing out that the I the circuit. On the part of the nits, Glover. Thompson. Lord. Home, Italy was but a land ol "Gentiles." found in the Alsne; and the sons of
kettle
and a brl.k fireplace. The corn
was a swatfest de luxe, and j run Mor8an Base on halls, off Youn
foretelling summer. With what a put: 5 principles above popularity; that' changes In no way Interlere with the visitors it.....
. . ,___ .
'36. the scornful •ophisllcate, ad- the men whose skeletons are still be was washed and put in a lyc which re
shock Xne at morning looks out where Mr. Roosevelt has scoffed at major objectives of the program, ,in order
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a
per(
.
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, its
in o{ Roman conquest—and ing plowed under, trudge confusedly
. ofl 8^.moved the hulls, and then cocked all
upon the garden despoiled of its all the virtues and qualities of char- Gardner said that it has been recog- feet day for them the four Thomas-, Jea,QUs 3 off
along in steel helmets.
by pUcher>
2. UW).
Hight. Father used to care for the
flowers in the previous night. It is acter that have made the American nlged from
gUrt
modl. ton pchers threw in 13 bases on ba.ls ,
So the book is nearly read. We J fire three times during a night, as ha
or good measure
I Btrikekout.-. Oray 6. LaCrosse 3. SkinerKj - par was R from
an act of light-fingering, asMtciat- people great. Mr Landon still be-1
1 K
,
..
j
I fications must be made as the proThomaston s one happy inning was j nfr 2 Jcal0Uj( 4 Delano 1. Ovcrlock 7.
ed also with Memorial Day.
lieves passionately In the need for :
this modem civilization to interfere have learned nothing. The last black ' burned wood at that time.
the fourth, when with two men down. Cmplref. wotton and Oray
Warm up a bowl of ccrn and nice
So far as our knowledge of gar more self-reliance, industry’, thrift 8ram sets under way.
with Fate. (Which might be de kingdom of men bfiongs now to tlie
• • • •
milk, pul in a little sugar, and you
ages,
and
its
passing
has
taught
bit

den-lovers goes, an appeal for thr and self-help.
“Pint." he said “is a change to successive hits were made off Oray by
veloped into a fairly plausible alibi
gift of flowers from the less for
Governor Landon's record as an , make the program more easily un- i Delano. Libby and Upton, and these gt oCOrge defeated Vinalhavcn at for us). The Remans are again ter minds nothing more than did the have a dish fit for a king.
A W. Smith.
tunate would find generous re economizer and tax-cutter Is. of derstood by farmers crops were for-1 with a balk netted four runs Gray gt oeorge Saturday The prom'itd among tlie tribes of Judea, but times last war of which the winners be
gave way to LaCrosse and Skinner score did not arrive ln season for
come the losers. Distrust rules the
West Somerville, Mass., May 11.
sponse. But nobody likes to have course, also in sharp contrast to Mr.
claaslfled
have changed. The Ethiopians can
was also given a brief showing on the this >rsue.
nations' prayer: "Alexander the cop
her garden cruelly violated by the Roosevelt's policy of reckless extrava- I
boast little now but that doubtful
conserving, or soil depleting
The
persmith did me evil: then Lord re
hand of robberv.
lineage.
Drunken
and
loot-crazed,
gance.
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• But what to many people seems; new ruling abolishes the classifica- J A NORTH HAVEN MAN !Mr Thomas was a member of a they have raided their own capital. ward him according to his works."
NOW 1 EAT
PUBLIC ENEMY NO. 1
------Maine regiment, but was discharged deserted their Emperor. The last few I
even more intportant is the fact j tion 'soil building' crops. The crops
If
you
are
looking
for
an
Inexpen

that Oovernor Landon in his person ■ formerly in this group have been in-' Winslow W. Thomas, 95,,from *ctive service ireause of 111- chapters of their book of empire have
The spectacular criminals achieve and his way of life embodies the duded
health, before be had seen much been smutted toy a desperate tout sive graduation gift, Rytex Polka
conSfrvlng lngk. j
Upset Stomach Goes
Gets Masonic Honors Out of It.
the colorful characterization of “pub sound old Americanism which so
I rather cowardly manner of maintain-’; Prlnud ^M®«mry will solve your
in Jifiy with Bell-ans
v--..in
8
only
two
classifications
—
soil
conlic enemy, but according to J. Ed many of, ..
Returning
to
Maine
lrom
the
army,
ing
their
worldly
unimportance
and
>
jroblera
11
15
the
stationery
young
On the West Coast
us have feared has been
-------Mr. Thomas re-engaged in farming | their right of weak despotism over !>c°Ple buy for themselves. Only $1
gar Hoover, director of the bureau endangered by the experiments of serving and soil depleting
Out in Pasadena. Calif, Masonic | gnd ln
,ate
uent t0 Kansas, , tribal misgovemment. And the final I a box On
at The Cour‘er~°a
of investigation of the Department the New Deal. Instinctively the; “Crop land formerly defined as
zette office during May and June only.
of Justice. Public Enemy No. 1 is people feel that Mr. Landon holds to
tillable land from which at least honors havc lately ocen bestowed i where he took up land and became pages expose their King-of-Kings
' Postage 10c.
“politics." He declared that "politi- v-hat Ls -best in the old American onp
Qther thgn wUd
hg(J upon Winslow Winton Thomas, who 1 one of the pioneers of the West. In ! who “preferred death to Italian occal attempts to hamper and interfere traditions with a far deeper faith .
'
will soon be 95 and who has been a 1878 Mr Thomas married Miss Jose- I cupation of his empire," residing in
with federal and other police and! than does Mr. Roosevelt.
|
n remote since anuary 1, 1 30. j men)ber of thgt fratcrnity 70 years i phine Howe of Maple City, Kan i one piece under foreign flags.
prosecuting agencies are the real
now includes land ln orchards and Local Interest attaches to this state- 1 They lived there until 1882. when
“I am Alpha and Omeja, the ber
menace at present." Director Hoover'
Under no circumstances could the vineyards which had not reached ment from the fart that Mr Thomas they moved to Monarch, Colo., and ginning and the end, the first and
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
said that elimination of politics from Kansas Governor ever have flouted bearing age by Jan 1. 1936
is a native of North Haven and was then later settled in the San Luts , the last—" Mussolini the Great will,
RATES:
the administration of Justice would the American system as did Mr. I
third change provides
that made a Master Mason in Aurora I Valley,where Mr Thomasfarmed j they decide,
put apuppet emperor on
jingle
to Your hotel in BOSTON
practically clean up crime. There can Roosevelt in his famous "liorse-and- fanners who fall short of the mini- Lodge of Rockland
The Pasadena 1 f°rmany years.Retiring fromfarm j the throne, but the
Dacewill himself,
e*uW**3»-4>MW
be little doubt that he ls right, and buggy" interview when the Supreme mum acreage of son conserving crop, Star-News says this about him:
, work. Mr. Thomas became rural mail j of course, be the real ruler. It is al*u <oe»t with **t*
the only way of achieving desirable Court knocked out the N.RA. Nor stdi win be eligible for some payRecognition of his long member- ,carrier In Manzanola hut ln 1918 he so stated lhat the League Is ex- '
500 Rooms
ShC'«I w«Uy rattl
conditions is through public opinion. could Governor Landon ever have njent t0 qualify for the full soli J ship In the Masonic fraternity was and his family moved to Pasadena. I pected to consider tlie situation when i
The force of public opinion, if suf- done as did the President urge the j building payment, a farmer must still given Winslow Winton Thomas, well where they have since resided and i’, has Its regular session May 11.
RADIO
flciently marshalled, would destroj paxiagc of an act even in the face of have at least fifteen acres of soil known Pasadenan, who ls nearing the i have been active in the work of the i which statement, In view of past
SERVIDOR
unhealthy influences at work to pr.-. dollbts as to Its constitutionality.
1 conserving crops for even' hundred century mark, at a meeting this week OA R and other patriotic bodies, circumstances, hardly seems imTUB’••SHOWER
vent the proper administration of
It ls the spirit rather than the inci- | acres jn j,ls soil depleting base 1 of Pasadena Masonic Lodge. No. 272.! and a's0 ln the First Methodist portant tn Itself. There was a time I
Justice.—Boston Post.
| when the unhappy erjdlng might j
dents that are important—the belief,, when first announced the program A 50-year emblem from the Orand Church,
in the case ol Mr. Landon, that what would have made ineligible for pay- Lodge of Colorado was bestowed on ! Mr Thomas is looking forward have been rettsed—a time when the i
THE SPARROWS SING
we have built up in these last 150 ment wy farnwr who was Jugt un. Mr Thomas
« NORTH STATION
I
*4 $TEP-/n*«y*en TRAIN-te/evn ROOM"
years is passionately worth preserv- dcr lhe rCqUirement
a member of the fraternity for 70 | when he and Mr Hartung will hold a ' greatest might have stopped the
March twenty. The sun crossed Ing at aU costs, in contrast to Mr
,.Under the new ruHng p#rl)g] pgy. years, having been made a Master I meeting of the 1841, Club, and other Invasion.
There was even the
the equator and spring is here Roosevelt's readiness to throw over- ment may
mgdc
those wl)Q fgU Mason. In Aurora Lodge No. 50. of comrades of tlie O.A R. and friends mcm^nt co recently when lastWhat are the outward and visible , board anything that for the moment
will extend congratulations.
short of the required acreage. The Rockland. Me . March 7. 1866
minute help might have saved the
signs this year; Maine and our East j hampers his Ix,ncje,.
15 percent ts now a requirement for
Although near the century mark.
Friends
of
Mr.
Thomas
believe
he
ern States buried in sucli a flood that
But thc history of American party
Mr. Thomas is in good health. He
none living can remember its like in methods shows that the mere fact full payment: formerly It was a re is one of the oldest Masons in the
walks without the aid of a cane and
quirement
for
any
payment.
Deduccountry,
and
take
pride
In
his
record
extent of damage. Bridges out. lives ihat one man ts far ahead in personal
. acre short
*
tion will be made for each
of seven decades a member of tha does not use glasses. His hearing,
lost, farms ruined, property de popularity before a convention
does
craft.
however, lias been impaired ever
of the 15 percent requirement.
stroyed, utilities terribly injured,
not mean that the convention will
"A fourth modification of particuMr. Thomas became a charier 1 sincc hc was sick during his army
thousands homeless, hungry and cold
nominate that man. The usual prolar interest to vegetable growers al- Member of Manzanola Lodge No. 124, tlife in tlw stirring 60s
as old man river rages through their
ccdure has been for two men of ap- )ows them
<JugUfy for bjgger soil ' of Manzanola. Colo., Jan. 29, 1907
Mr and Mrs. Thomas and daugh
doors
parently
equal
strength
to
be
pitted
bu
ilding
pay
menu.
Land which has The Colorado Orand Lodge'll recognl- ters, the Misses Miry and Stella
We can never assess properly the
battle
u,
. ..
.
h-,__ . ,
. 6
destruction, and yet :ruel as all this against each other—with the
d„.
!been ln ve8etable crops and then has tlon of Mr Thomas long membership Thomas, live at 352 North Garfield
ls, spring brings healing balm in her going to a third man. But even been planted to winter cover crops was bestowed at the request of his Avenue. Another daughter Mrs J. j
wings to heal those bruised in the whenin lbe ca5C of Governor which are turned under between Jan ' lod8e in
Centennial State. Tlie Albert Shepherd, lives at Grand Can
floods. For days the weather thougli Landon, no other candidate has any- 1, 1930 and Oct. 1, 1936, may be , P«*sentatfon of the button was made yon, Arlz.. and a son, Arthur Thomas
pelting with rain has been unusually i where near the popular support, it counted in the soil conserving acre- jby tbe officers of Pasadena lodge,
lives at High Grove, Calif.
warm. Tlie great oanks of snow cannot be assumed 'hat he will be age of the farm. This allows larger
In addition to being a Mason. Mr.
have gone and for over a week cro chosen.
soil building payments, for the maxi- Thomas is an honored member of J
The reason for this ls that the
cuses and snowballs have burst into
mum amount of these payments Is Jotln p Godfrey Post of the Grand
bloom lierc in Maine. Overhead greater the man's popular strength fixed by the acreage ol soil conserv Army of the Republic, and he and
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
great flocks of geese have honked as the greater his probable independ ing crops.
John F. Hartung arc the sole sur
they flew north. Soft winds from the ence from domination by any group
BE ON HAND
57&$8
,"A final change, necessary to pro- viving members of the 1841 Club of
Gulf have blown on our winter
the pest.
mer
the
harshness
and
unhappiness
|
mlght
seek
t0
chilled atmosphere and sent whistling
evade the spirit of the program gives Mr. Thomas was born at North
the winds of March With the winds now behind us.
The sturdy folk of East and North the Secretary of Agriculture power to Haven. Me. May 20, 1841. and will RADIO SETS ADJUSTED,
from the southland have come the
withhold payments from any farmer observe his 95th birthday In less than
robins and best of all the song spar can meet with the same courage
Repaired, and Custom Set Building
these present visisitudes that our who has farmed in 1936 in a way to a month. He was a farm worker
by expert engineer
rows.
when
the
Civil
War
broke
out
and,
CROCKETT’S GARAGE
Bluebirds and Bobolinks are close central and western kinsfolks have defeat the aims of the program. Ac
cording to H. R. Tolley, acting ad following the example of countless* Rockport. Phone 2380-Camden member
at hand. Maine and sunshine will shown in drouth and dust.
National Radio Institute,
Washington, D C.
ministrator of the AAA, this will ap other farm boys, he e/iswered I inCourage
then!
Spring
has
come.
brush away our present tears and
7-31-tt
coln's rail for volunteers and enlisted.
ply to very few farmers.”
William A Holman
make up ln love of spring and sum-
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•'Peggy,'' is 17 years old,’’ writes
"X” in answer to a problem which
appeared in a recent issue of this ]
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD BVRNTB
paper.
Mnyl4—(8 15) Annual meeting of Knox

ROSIE U BURNS

TALK OF THE TOWN

County U. of M. Aliunnl Association at
Congregational vestry.
May 15—Spring Frolic at Camden
Opera House
May 15—Thomaston—Townsend rally
lr Watts hall
May 15 (2 to 8 p. m.)—Educational
Club picnic, with speakers, at Olen Cove,
Mrs Woodward, hostess.
May 18—Annual meeting, Rockland
Parent-Teacher Assn.
Mav 21—Ascension Day.
May 21 —Baptist Men’s League meeting.
May 21—Thomaston-Masonic hall, an
nual bazaar. Star Circle of Grace
Chapter. OES.
May 22—Warren—Senior play "Plain
Sister" at High 8chool.
May 22—Thomaston- Dance recital of
Doris Heald s pupils ln Watts hall.
May 24—Memorial Sunday services at
the Congregational Church
May 38—Camden—W.C.T.U. county
convention.
May 30—Memorial Day.
May 31—Whitsunday.
June 5—Dance Recital by pupils of
Ellse Allen Corner School of the Dance
at Park Theatre
June 7—Trinity Sunday
June B—Republican National Oonven
tlon opens ln Cleveland.
June 9-11—Annual convention OAR
and allied bodies ln Rockland.
June
11—Vlnalhaven—High
School
commencement exercises In Memorial
hall.
June 14—Flag Day.
June IS—Primary Election.
June
18—Camden—Whitehall
Inn
opens.
June 19-21—Annual encampment of
the Maine Department. Veterans of
Foreign Ware. In this elty.
June 26-28—Lewiston—American Le
gion and allied bodies, hold State con
ventions
June 20—Limerock Valley Pomona
Grange meets at Vlnalhaven with Pleas
ant River Orange
July 30-31 — Warren's bl-centennlal
celebration.

Funeral services for Rosie L., wife
In Home Folks’ Lipreading
of Capt Gardner A. Burns, were held j

A volume of selected poems by
Wilbert Snow, of Middletown. Oonn.,
and Spruce Head, are to be published
ln Hartford this month.
The Orand Chapter of Maine,
Order of the Eastern Star, will hold
its annual convention May 26-27 in
Kcra Shrine Temple, Lewiston. Conv< niton headquarters will be ln the
Dewitt Hotel Golden Rod Chapter
pions to send its usual large delega
tion.
The annual convention of the
Maine 8tatc Letter Carriers' Associa
tion will be held ln Bangor. Among
the speakers at the annual banquet
at the Bangor House will be Oov.
Brann, Congressman Brewster and
State Secretary David S. Beach of
Rockland.

Community Sweet Shop at South |
Hope opened Sunday and will be
open every day until the season
closes ln the fall. The many pa
trons expressed their satisfaction with
the new serving arrangements and I
there were compliments galore for j
Aug. 8-8—Rockport—Carnival-Regatta. Bd. and Mattie.
I
Aug 12—Owls Head—Church fair.

Vito Mennone of Port Wright. N. Y..
Col. William N. Campbell of San
has returned following a three-day ford has decided not to enter the
leave in this city.
contest for department commander
of the American Legion, but a new
At a special meeting of Aurora entrant is Oeorge J. Woods, a for
Lodge F.A.M. tomorrow night, the mer instructor of the Coast Artillery
Fellowcraft degree will be conferred Corps, stationed ln Rockland. Mean
on one candidate.
time the candidacy of Hector G.
Staples of Rockland is meeting with
A letter which came over on the
most favorable reaction.
|
giant dirigible Hindenburg was being
proudly displayed yesterday by its
lhe New England Osteopathic
recipient. Nicholas Anastasio.
Association will hold its fall meeting
The Lions Club will be entertained in Portland, it was voted at the re
Wednesday by Eugene Merrill of the cent 2-day convention in Providence.
Colonial Optical Co whose talk will The fall meeting in Portland will be
be reinforced with motion pictures. the first in seven years in the Maine
city, and will take place the last week
Olenn A Lawrence suffered an ill of September, tn conjunction with
tum at his cottage. Crescent Beach, the meeting of the Maine Osteopa
yesterday afternoon, and is now a thic convention.
—
patient at Knox Hospital under the
Employes
of
Bangor district. New
care of Dr. F. F. Brown.
England Telephone and Telegraph
Dr. E W. Peaslee leaves today for Co. Friday night tendered a ban
Philadelphia where he will attend a quet in the Bangor House, to
reunion of the class of 1916. Univer a group of 21 who have been in serv
sity of Pennsylvania. En route he ice 30 years or more. For good meas
will attend an Important meeting in ure, 10 retired employes were also
New York, returning home the last guests, as were several officials from
of the week.
Portland and Boston Among those
present were Fred P. Colson and
Rockland Lodge of Elks conferred John E. Ripley of Rockland.
the degrees upon two candidates last
night, and so large was the attend
Knox-Lincoln Ke.its Hill Club
ance that the balcony was occupied
members
are reminded that May 17
for the first time in a long while.
is
club
Bunday
at the dear old Hill.
Ard the boys certainly enjoyed that
Take
along
a
prospective
student or
roast lamb supper.
"two." or maybe "three" if you have
In Municipal Ccurt yesterday a fine room for one or two extras call your
of $1C9 and costs was bestowed upon club secretary, Mary Bartlett. South
telephone Rockland
Amos Makinen of South Thomaston Thomaston;
and the same for O. F. Mears of 387-4. Maybe she knows of someone
Washington—both having been ar who would like to go but hasn t a
rested by Officers Chapman and way or maybe you haven't a way and
Hatch on drunken driving charges. would like to go. No doubt she has
The cases were heard by Judge a way for you. Call her!
Dwinal. Both respondents pleaded
Rev. Dr. Charles A. Moore, long
guilty.
time a pastor of the Congregational
Rev. T. C. Chapman of Union Church of this city, and going hence
Methodist Church conducted funeral to Bangor where he filled for many
services yesterday for Annie Frances, successful years the pastorate of the
widow of Fred Lothrop. 70. whose Orace Street Congregational Church,
death occurred Saturday at her home. has taken, on retiring, a home at
57 Grace street. Bearers were Willis Winterport, where with Mrs. Moore
Ayer. Henry Chatto. A W. Oregon he will spend his future years in the
and Capt. John Stevens. Among well-earned enjoyment of books, of
those who came from away to attend Nature and friends. Of the last
the services were Mr. and Mrs. Earl named, both Dr. and Mrs. Moore num
Marshall of Rangelcy.
ber many scores, in the list of whom
Rockland figures prominently.
Rev. J. Clarence Leckemby of
Pittsfield. Republican candidate for
The Kiwanians were out in force
Congress in the June primaries from last night and were happily surprised
Second District is to speak at Watts to find present four members of the
hall. Thomaston. Friday night at 8 Augusta Club who figured so promi
o'clock. He will be in Rockport
nently ln the local charter night ex
Thursday night to address the ercises last winter—Lieut. Oov. Levi
Townsend club. Last night Mr.
Williams, Past Lieut. Oov. William
Leckemby spoke to a large audience
J. Thompson. President Frederick
in South Montville. many from Cam
Mason and Milton Dean. Frank A.
den and Rockland attending.
Winslow gave extracts from his lec
At Friday night's meeting of ture “Oreen Ink Tales." Albert Mc
Oolden Rod Chapter O.ES. circle Carty substituted at the piano for
supper was in charge of Anna Oay the Club songs. The Kiwanians are
and Grace Ludwick. The tables were laying plans for a Joint meeting with
attractive in their colored napkins one of the Oranges In the near fu
and large maybaskets as a center- ture.
piece for each table. After supper a
program consisting of tableaux ap
propriate to Mother's Day was given
under the direction of Mrs. Clara
Watts, assisted by poems read by
Miss Katherine Veazie and appro
priate songs by S. Constantine with
Amy Tripp at the piano. Others tak
ing part were: Mrs. Carrie Soper,
Gertrude Boody. Emmy Lou Peaslee,
Clara Church, Philip French, Carl
Work Jr.. Mary Weisman. Leona
Whltehill, Harold Whltehill and Carl
Stevens. Mrs. Annie Collamore and
Mrs. Orace Rollins were appointed
to be in charge of the circle supper
for the meeting of May 22 and Mrs.
Belle Frost in charge of the enter
tainment.
Cotton Dresses In all sizes, $3.95
nnd $5D5 at Alfreda Perry's, 7 Lime
rock street.
57-lt
Dandelion Oreen Dinner Wednes
day, May 13, from 11 to 1 o'clock,
Methodist vestry, 35 cents. With
the fixings.—adv,
58-57

The Oreat and the Near Great:—
how do they get that way? Each
Educational Club member is invited
to take her answer to the picnic
which will be held Friday at Olen
Cove. Members will be entertained
from 2 to 8. with usual box lunch and
coffee at 6 o'clock, at the home of
Mrs Hazel Woodward, next house to
the post office. Take dishes and go
on 1.40 bus or later. Memorized quo
tations and current events are re
quested with drive reports from 1936
Key Women. Mary Perry Rich ls al
ready qualified as a 1937 key wom
an and among those ~>ecured for fu
ture honor rolls are Mrs. H. H. Stick
ney of Belmont. Mass., a Maine sum
mer resident, also Mrs. Florence
Waugh Danforth of Skowhegan, a
past president of the Maine Federa
tion of Women’s Clubs. The an
nual report of the treasurer, Zalda
Winslow showed that 12 members
had qualified as 1935-36 kej’ women
and thus became the club’s vice
presidents and officers,

MRS. BROWN FIRST

///7 / » / i i \ \V\

Gregory’s hat’s in the

ring... and it’s a

STRAW
May 15th is the official
Straw Hat Day
They’re here and they're hand
some. There are more of them . ..
more to them . . . they're lighter
than feathers in a breeze and as
fall of swing as a hammock.

Page Three

(ft SUPERIOR COURT
All indictment against H. Paullj

Tournament—Most Inter- Landers of Lewiston for cheating by I'
at the home at Dutch Neck, Friday
false pretenses has been made public.
esting
Reading
afternoon. Mrs. Burns died Tuesday
The
Indictment charges that Landers j
night. Besides her husband she
The most interesting meeting of
Induced
a Union woman to exchange ,
leaves six children, Carrie M. Win- the season of the Rockland Society
for
the
Hard
of
Hearing
was
held
certain
oil
royalties for a lot of land
chenbaugh, of Rockland, Ernest L.
Thursday,
when
Rev.
Cecil
Witham
Landers
claimed
that he had a
and Fred L. of Waldoboro, Evren of
„ j,
of Newcastle addressed the club. Mr. purchaser for the lot of land who
Friendship, Mrs. badte Winchcn- ......
. , .
,
. . . .. i H
c.
f
Vitham took lor his subject the WOuld pay the sum of $1150 therefor. •
baugh and Theresa Shuman ofcll|b m<)tt0 “Together.” He said
,
.
.,
,
Waldoboro; also 17 grandchildren
that together great things can be j Ht 0 ta n
01 ro> 1 ll< s va ue a
and 15 great grandchildren; three
accomplished and illustrated by f75°
Sheriff I.udwlck went to
brothers Anaerson Lauriston and
’torles and fact the far reaching ; Lewiston Saturday and brought the
Thomas Creamer of Waldoboro; and *,nlU
C?n **
by W°^‘ | respondent t0 lhls clt*'
fng
together.
His
inspiring
The case of Blanche M. Lermond
two sisters, Mrs. Mamie Waltz and u,k
grfatly enJoyed by
vs. Alonzo F. Thompson, both of
Mrs. fettle
iEugley of Waldoboro, members of the club and friends who
Thomaston, went on trial Friday
Another so.7, Willard L. O. Bums, filled the club room. The wide range
died several years ago. Capt. and °v<?r which the club (.raws Its mem- afternoon. This case involves a right
of way ln Thomaston. Mrs. Lermond
Mn Burns
had been married 57
evldent ly the
towns represented at the meeting bought a piece of land Aug. 19. 1930.
years, celebrating their golden wedd- whJch numbwd mcmix,rs and from Frank H. Jordan and for 100
ing anniversary, nov. ib, 1929. Mrs friends not only from Camden, years there was a "footway or horse
Burns was born in Waldoboro and Thomaston, and South Thomaston way" through and beyond the land
always resided there.
Interment ] but als0 vlnalhaven, Waldoboro, j forn‘«r'y ot EUen Hammonds, now of
was ln the family lot at Dutch Neck ' South Waldoboro and Friendship. A Alonzo F. Thompson, from the land

cc nctery.
monologue by Miss Helen Carr and
Pontiff 10 Erin street, bcMrs. Burns' lime life was Incom- ! short talks by Howard Beale, fining at the south line of lot formparably l< >i ill..
Her house and sonotone consultant, and several
Demuth and extending
her sou. were l.'(.th always immacu- - members of the club completed the lor a distance of 20 feet, more or less,
late; ber gciitle pn.'er.ee a constant program over which Mrs. Freeman I in tllc direction of the homestead
and the sald Alonzo F. Thompson ] (
lendnder of the beet tude. "Blessed F. Brown presided.
518
the
meek
for
11
ey
shall
inherit
A report was given of the Home **ln8 a Passageway 20 feet more or J
Whether you like straws better
ih* earth.' At a <’<vted, self sacri Folks' Lip Reading Tournament of less from
Eriu strwt’ on the ,’
than felt ... or whrthcr you think
plaintiff. May 10,I
ficing mother She writer has never which Mrs. Nathan Witham was local Property of
the weather Is an alibi . . . see met her equj!. A splendid tribute
chairman. The national chairman 1932' th« defendant placed a garage
these hats, for the chances are you was paid her by a l < .ghbor to whom was Miss Clara Ziegler of Boston, co- 0V€r and acr0S9 the rl«ht of way' J!
nerd a new one ... if not a straw, sn< had performed a kindness, "Rosie principal of the New England School 80 that Pontiff was unable to get
ls a good mother to every- 0(
speech
Reading
Leagues to her Plece ot land' ,’pon which she
then a brand new felt that came Burns
body."
Hers was an old-fashioned throughout the country competed ln had form«r>y had a garden. Dein the same shipment.
home, and she was an old-fashioned the tournament whlcn was sponsored fendant's deeds did not show the
lull-time mother; her smile a bene by the American Society for the rl«ht of wa>' Th<’
sported a
Gregory straws arc open for men diction, her personality an incentive
Hard of Hearing. Mrs Freeman F. verdlct for the PlaLtl,lff hi l*» sum
with open style minds.
to do one's best. No queen on her Brown had the highest score. Mrs. of »100 Jeromc c Burrows appeared ],
coronation day was ever as happy as Frank Hewett ranked second and ^or
plaintiff and Charles A. Per- j ’
They start at $1.25 . . . they stop she as wlyn on anniversary oc Miss Helen Carr third. Mrs. Brown
^presented the defendant.
The case of (Cecil A. Rhodes of I
casions she had her large family also held the highest score among
at nothing.
about her. The home is a Jealous Maine contestants.
Rockport against E. Howard Crockmistress. It demands industry and
Announcement was made of the ett * Rockland went on trial yestertoil. It demands sacrifices and National Cor.feren* to be held at da>' af*m*>n This is the outcome
Light Weight Felts
privations. It demands heartaches the Hotel Statler in Boston. Mav of an
which occurred Sun-1
and
grief. It demands smiles and 26-39 inclusive, when the 155 organi- day morning. Sept. 22. 1935. at about ,
$3.00, $4.00, $5.00
sunshine. It demands sympathy and rations from Maine to California will 9:15 on tlie Owls Head road. Plain- ]'
understanding. It demands faith convene for the 17th annual meeting tiff sues on two counts. First, the
and hope and charity, and this sweet The Boston Guild for the Hard of dama«c t0 hls car' clalmin« that
mother never failed In the hour of Hearing wdj be host for the Confer- tllere was dama8e ‘° the left hand
trial.
ence and Mrs. James F. Norris, form side of the car, that the door was |
Henry Van Dyke has expressed in er president of the American Society wrecked, the body was damaged, the
tender words the wish of the dear ] for the Hard of Hearing is general left rear wheel and lire demolished
ones she leaves behind:
chairman. The theme of the con' and the differential housing and rear
I cannot pay my debt.
ference, which promises to be one of end assembly were torn from the car
Poi all the love that she has given;
the greatest in the history of the Hc asked dama«e for ,50° on the flrst |
418 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. But Thou, love's Lord.
Will not forget
movement, ls “United Action to Con- counlHer due reward—
Bless her ln earth and heaven.
serve Hearing”
The seconl count Tas for Injuries
The dominant note of her life was
Contributing greatly to the sue- 10 thc Pla‘nU«'s *“«■• L°ul* «***”•
unselfishness. Her own comfort was cess of the meeting were the seats wh0 was a P-Wr in the car at
Oeorge E. Macomber who died in ever a negligible quantity. Service wired by the group acousticon lent ’ the ttme cf thc a^i*nt. It was
Augusta yesterday at the age of 82. (or others was with her a passion, for the occasion by the Acousticon I claimed that she "as sev,‘rely ln‘ I
was a former president of the Rock-1 This inadequate tribute U lovingly
Maine Company and installed bv Jured about the per^n
land. Thomaston <Ss Camden Street offered by one who stands in no fear
Mr Beale. The pronounced success nervous shock and conscious suffer
Railway.
, of the charge of exaggeration for
of itbs meeting pryved how vedv ing Damages were a-ked for In the
_____
much more could be said with perfect
much similar equipment is needed In sum A $2C00. The case was tried |
The annual presentation of Citi- J truthfulness.
the club and also in thc churches and by the travers? jury, Walter Carroll
H. R. W.
of Rockport being excused and
zenship Medals will be made at the
theatres.
Oeorge oiethen of Rockland serving
May 18 meeting of the Rockland
MARRIED
in his place. The presiding Justice
Parent-Teacher Association. These
LIMEROCK POMONA
CROCKETT-TOIMAN — At Winthrop
and Jury went to the scene of the acmedals, donated by the D.A.R. and | May 9. by Rev Forrest F. Fowle.
Ernest F. Crockett, and Mias Dorothy ..
• i e
•
ii ii e
) cident for a view of eame. Charles A
8.A.R are given on the basis of
D. Tolman. both of Rockport
Memorial Services Held Sat- Perry represented the plaintiff and
character, scholarship and good citi
urday — Interesting Dis- Alar. L. Bird was for the defendant.
DIED
zenship. making one of the high

Our Great

Tenth

Birthday Sale
Ends Saturday Night
TAKE ADVANTAGE

OF THE SAVINGS
ON SPRING MERCHANDISE
Odds and ends on lots that are broken in size or
color assortment will be marked at White
Elephant Prices Saturday night.
•

•

•

MISS WALSH

Official stylist of the McCall Pattern Co.
Will be here all day Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday of this week to help you with your
Dressmaking Problems
•

•

•

LOOK OUT FOR THOSE FUR COATS!

Not only for moths but heat which dries the

skins.

Store your furs where it’s cold all sum

mer; 3 per cent of your own valuation; mini

mum charge $3.00.

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

GREGORY’S

—At Stoughton. Mass, May 11.
honors of the school year. There OXTON
cussion On the Program
~
Emma Palmer, (formerly of Rockland I
_____
liffe, mother of Alvin Rackliffe the
will be a brief entertainment and
wife of Wilber j. oxten. aged 71 years,
the annual reports will be followed c/J^t *Bwkton. Mass, May 9.
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange master of St. George Grange and the
by election Of officers.
Joseph L Clark formerly of Rockland. met Saturday at Pleasant Valley1 youngest Orange master ln Maine.
aged 73 years
Burial ln Achorn Orange hall. The greeting was exThe next meeting will be held at
cemetery. Rockland
YOUNG—At WaltWvm. Mass May 4. tended by Raymond Anderson, mas- Vlnalhaven June 20.
Carrie E., (Blaney) widow of Stillman
Adjutant and Mrs Fred Jackson
K Young, native of Waldoboro, aged ter of the host Grange with response
79 years Interment ln Rural ceme- by Worthy Secretary S. A. Rackliffe.
officers ln charge of the Portland
Colorful . . . yet not the least bit
_ ,
_
.1, i.
tert. Waldoboro.
Salvation Army Corps, will have ROBHlTg._At vm.ih.ven. May 9. The annual memorial services were gaudy ... ls the way to describe Band
Robert Roberts, aged 85 years.
charge of the service nt" the ‘local1
conducted thus: Decoration of the al Box, the new printed stationery by
— At. Everett. Mass
May
Salvation Army. An added attrac UI10MERCora
(Blacklngton) widow of tar, Psalm and Prayer by thc Worthy Rytex. It Is on sale during May only
William S. Ulmer, aged 49 years 5 Chaplain. Eunice Morse; reading £- Thr Courier-Oazette offlre. Soft.
tion at this meeting will be moving
month*. 1 day. Funeral today at 2
pictures. Each year the Salvation
o'clock from residence of Mre. Walter P. L. S. Morse, reading by Oeneva Pastel shade bands at the top of the
Frost; song by Raymond Anderson.! sbeefs. printed with your name and
Army sends a group of 'children to Ccnnon. West Meadow road
CONDON At Bangor. May 11. Fred R
the Army fresh air camp at Christ
Condon of Thomaston, aged 61 years. eulogy of members ot the Pomona address or monogram. One hundred
5 months, 30 days. Private funeral
large flat sheets and envelopes, or 100
mas Cove and the moving pictures
Wednesday al 2 o'clock. DST. from who have died in the last year by
Davis Chapel, Thomaston
will be of this camp. Here is an op
the Worthy Master Sara Young and folded sheets and envelopes for only
$1. Pastage 10c.
portunity to see what kind of work 'wudow oJ'i-rM
benediction.
the Army is doing. Thirty-five chilyears. 1 month. 20 days,
The members in whose honor the
The teacher was trying to Impress
dren from Rockland will be enjoy- ]
service was held were: Charles
on
the children how Important had
ing the benefits Of the camp this
We dealre to earnestly thank all who Wooster. Sadie Wooster, Robert Mc
been the discovery of the law of
summer. Meeting at 8 p m tonight.
1.^1^T
Intosh. Beulah Crockett Gillis, Elisha
gravitation.
v.ho so generously offered the use of Achorn and Averill Morton.
their cars
“Sir Isaac Newton was sitting on
Mrs A D Davis. Mr and Mrs Frank
The question: “What can we do as
The baseball fans should be out In Hollowell,
the ground looking at a tree. An
Mr. and Mrs. J. Russell
decent citizens to promote proper ob
force at Community Park this after Davis.
Hallowell, Mr and Mrs. J. Russell servance of law." was discussed by apple fell on hls head and from that
noon as the game brings together thc
he discovered gravitation. Just think,
Charles E. Gregory. Jacx Moore and
two teams which are expected to
children." she said, “isn't that won
Past State Master Obadiah Gardner.
light it out for the championship—
derful?”
Discussion: Does cigaret smoking
Rockland High and St. George High J
The inevitable small boy replied:
Increase feminine charm? Mildred
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
Each team has a pair of victories to|
"Yes's, an' if he had been setting' in
Gould. Worthy Master Sara Young. school lookin' at his books, he wouldn't
its credit, and nary a defeat. The St. |
Oeorge outfit contains eight of last)
BE ON HAND
57A-53 Worthy Lecturer Rosamond Graham have discovered nothin'."
and others. A playlet v.as presented
year's players and is brimming with
by members of Mcguntlcook Orange
confidence, which does not seem to be
dismayed by the wonderful batting
and Georgia Snow read. Sister Lucia
streak which possesses Rockland
Hopkins served as lecturer for the
The game does not start until 3.45
afternoon.
and will not Interfere with the busi
When the evening session convened
ness rush along the street. And thc
there were remarks on certain pres
fans want to see those third base
ent day problems of American citi
AND
bleachers back in position.
zens by Brothers Gardner and Rack
llff and Sister Graham and the de
Several applications of fertilizer
gree work was given.
Established 1840
over a two year period will eliminate
Thc meeting was then turned over
Licensed
Embalmers and
orange hawkweed from lawns.
to Etta Anderson, lecturer of the hast
Attendants
grange, who presented the following
John O. Stevens
Alden Ulmer
LIBERTY
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
To be ready to serve at a mo program:
Vocal Solos and reading, Mrs. Ruth
ment's notice; to be ready to serve
Day or Night Telephone
The Sewing Circle will meet Tues loyally and well at all times; such Hoch; Bowery dance, Beverly Bowjden;
solo.
Myron
Young;
acrobatic]
day with Mrs. Mrs. James Burkell
450
is a part of thc task of a depend
Mrs. Walter Ordway attended the able funeral director. Such has i dance. Margaret Winslow; solo. Ray
Representatives in all large cities
in the United States and Canada
recent annual meeting of the Lincoln ! been a duty faithfully performed mond Anderson; song and tap dance
Beverly Bowden; reading. “Tlie Little
Baptist Association in Belfast.
by the Russell Funeral Home.
AMBULANCE
Miss Clara Leyonborg of the West- I
’ Tap Dancer," F. L. S Morse, and tap
Service is Instantly available.
, dance by Margaret Winslow, in
field Teachers College has been pass-1
Experienced attendants on dutv.
whose honor the poem was written,
ing a few days with her parents, Dr ■
Day or Night Telephone
j In the meeting that followed the
and Mrs. Franz Leyonborg.
I
Orange
honored
by
special
recogni

Mr. and Mrs. Everett Sherman and
450
TEU 682
tion Sister Adelaide Bartlett, an
daughter Blanche of Beverly, Mass.,
J6I MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
20-tf
were visitors Sunday at the home of I CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND example of the finest type of Orange
ML
motherhood, and Sister Lillian Rackfriends In town,

IT'S TIME TO THINK ABOUT

AWNINGS .
Added comfort and attractiveness
to your (tome at very low cost.
Ask us for an estimate

Y'rar Round lx»cal Service

ROCKLAND
AWNING CO.
18 WILLOW ST. ROCKLAND, ME.

STATE OF MAINE

TOWN OF HOPE
NOTICE
Hearing will be held at the Town Hall in the Town of Hope, on
Saturday, the 16l!i day of May, A. D. 1936, at 1.90 o'clock F. M.. by
thr municipal officers for the approving of malt liquor applications
of the following person:
EDWARD C. POWELL, South Hope, Me.
All persons may appear to show cause. If any they may have,
why said malt liquor application should not be approved.
Dated at Hope, this 4th day of May. A. D. 1936.
54T57
ELLEN LUDWIG. Town Clerk.

YJATCH ^Tz/pgg^

25 THRILLS 25

AT THE PARK '

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL SERVICE

FUNERAL PARLORS

DEPENDABILITY

Russell Funeral Home

UT that new automobile money of yours
into a winner! Get a big, beautiful, solid,
economical new StudebaLer! Only 19i6 car
with the Automatic Hill Holder! Official
A.A.A. economy record of 24.27 miles per gal utter small down pay
lon! Automatic Overdrive! World’s largest ment buys you a new
one-piece steel top! Strongest all steel body! 1938 Studebakcr Sedan
Feather-touch hydraulic brakes! See it—drive delivered equipped
it—you won’t give any other car a thought!

P

Convenient
Monthly Terms

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
28 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND. ME.

TELEPHONE 700

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, May 12, 1936

Page Fouf
AN EASY TARGET

One Reason

25 YEARS AGO

CONCERNING KATE SMITH

Why Wood Popular Songstress Who Made the

pecker Is Disappearing—
Dressy Grub-Eater

Moon Famous Five Years On the
Air

Kate started broadcasting over
Columbia in May. 1931. and her fame
.1
THE HOME GARDEN
spread immediately.
She didn’t
Timely Information For Homc
croon, lilt coyly, or vocalize. She
Gardeners Prepared By Mem
"just sang" in a hearty way that
bers Of the Faculty Of the Uni
won a huge and devoted audience.
versity Of Maine
Kate has also appeared as soloist
with the Philadelphia Orchestra.
Maggots which attack the roots of
With Stokowski directing, she sang
an operatic aria from "Samson and , young cabbage plants and the bulbs
Delilah." In response to continued and roots of growing onions all look
very much alike but they are actually
of two distinct species, says Dr. J. H.
Hawkins, Assistant Entomologist at
the Maine Agricultural Experiment
Station. Cabbage maggots attack
cabbage, cauliflower, radish, turnip,
and certain weeds such as field kale
and wild rutabaga Onion maggots
feed only an onions.
Corrosive sublimate or mercuric
chloride is an effective insecticide for
the cabbage maggot. This material
is used for cabbage plants at the rate
of one ounce to ten gallons of water.
For cauliflower In the seed beds one
“It's nothing." says Franchot Tone when Loretta Young and Jessie Ralph
ounce to fifteen gallons of water is see the Injury to his hand, whleh becomes an Important elue In the murdera safe strength to use. When the mystcry-romanee, “lhe Unguarded Hour." The picture Is based on the play
plants are set in the field the solu- by the same name by Ladislaus Fodor, English adaptation by Bernard
applause from the distinguished “on
* aPPlled * cauI‘- Merivale.—adv.
audience of music lovers and mem- , flower at thc san* stren«th recombers of the orchestra, she dropped J mended for cabbage About a gallon
lnt0
mor„ famUUr medium of
y tc.treat 25 or 30 feet of

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

•‘When the Moon Comes Over the
If you must shoot birds, shoot them Mountain.' the Identifying theme of
with a camera, youthful nimrods are I Kate Smith and her Swanee Music
being asked by the U. S Biological ushered in the fifth anniversary of
' Survey. One reason for this appeal ls radio's most popular songstress. May
the thinning population of birds,
partly due to the use of guns and
Civil Engineer Keene had complet-1 Rockland. May 7. to Mr and Mrs
sling-shots ln the hands ot young in
ed a survey for a possible extension j Edward F. Mosher, a son.
to the Keag of the Rockland. South , Thomaston. May 7, to Mr and experienced hunters.
"One of the birds that has caused
Thomaston & St George Railway.
Mrs. Albert Rice, a daughter.
Arthur S. Littlefield was appointed ’ isle au Haut, May 5, to Mr ancj ’ such an appeal, is the Pileated Wboddistrict deputy grand master of the Mrs Charles L. Bowen, a daughter Packer, says a bulletin from the
9th Masonic District.
| Liberty. Mav 13. to Mr and Mrs Washington, D. C headquarters of
Albert K Oardner was appointed C L Stickney, a daughter.
[the National Geographic Society.
State horticulturist
I Hope. April 4. to Mr and Mrs 'This dandy' of bird society is slow
. i Gath
I1 in nlKht bl« noisV 'nd conspicuous.
Two ministers .began new pastoruain. aa daughter
aaugnier—Ingred
ingreu Alford
aauru
therefore a first-rate target.
ntes in this city—Rev. Pliny A. Allen
The marriages during
this periou
period | •Feeds On Insect Enemies of Trees
I Tne
During inis
Jr. at the Universalist Church; and
"Muffled ax blows, that make tree
Rev. Carl N. Garland at the Metho were:
J
Parsons
lovers
cry ‘Woodman, spare that
Boston. April 15, Fred
dist Church. They increased the
of New York and Mrs. Josie M. Man- tree!' may often be traced, not to a
city's population with their families
man, but to the noisy Woodpecker
j ning of Rockport
by 14.
| Rockland. April 25. William A When tracked down, this dressy grubCreighton of Rockland and Llnnie A eater is usually found chopping away j
brick block at the corner of Main, Young of South Thomaston.
«t some dead stub or branch
I“
with this event was
and Spring streets and planned to | Rockland April 26. Nelson C Carr
df*P he ^tracts and devours 4. Coincident
thousands of larval enemies of live ! the celebration of Kate’s birthday.
raze the structure to make way for 1
and Carrie
. i
. E.
A Achorn.
_
| trees but does little damage to green
Much has been written about Kate
the Security Trust Co.’a bank build
Ftockland. April 29. Charles Carver
does
damag
Smlth_bleMed wtth a fuU. sweel
ing.
and Flora Webster, both of Owls
,olcc. a sponlaneous laugh, common
melodies-lncludlng “When row in the seed bed about one-half a
Tlie residence of L. M Benner, for- Head
sense and an utter disdain for a the Moon Comes Over the Moun- teacupful is poured about the base of
!
upright
posture
characteristic
of
ir.erly of Rockland, was destroyed
Rockland April 29. Alvenus L.
But her series of tain. ’ and scored a sensational sue- Ilb* P1™1 toT Protection of the older
Cross and Miss Elizabeth M Me- woodPet|ters. PHeatus. (to use his slender figure.
ln
fleld
con.oMve
during the Bangor conflagration.
4
b
more convenient Latin name!, seems mounting achievements, more rec- cess.
)g
1
2
3
5
The IJvingston Manufacturing Co. Kenzie
to be clad ln black, except for his ently enhanced by her work on beDespite all this, she is to-day as
bought the property on Lime atreet
Pleasant Point April 23. Ferdinand
half of the Red Crass for relief of unspoiled as ever. Parades and cele- and then dUut*d
'he rest of the
16
8 9
1
7
owned by Mrs. Mary Adams. Mrs. Morse of Pleasant Point and Lizzie brilliant scarlet crested skull cap and the- flood victims, calls for .another bratlons have attended her. With water
solution should be stored
red stripes * absent in Mrs P.) along
Margaret Higgins and Mrs George Stlmpson of Glenmere
them also have come the trials and, only U1 earthenware, glass or wooden
14
13
11
(5
the cheeks. But in flight, white un- glance at the record books.
E. McLaughlin
Boston. May—, LeRoy Gregory,
The
Kate
Smith
history
starts
27
tribulations which assail celebrities. containers as the corrosive sublimate
| derparts and spots and streaks on
will soon eat through metal contain
John W Thomas, advertising man- formerly of Rockland, ami Miss Mar- |
lb s
Ib
I wings, neck, cheeks, and throat, flash years ago In Greenville, Va„ but her These include countless appeals for
ers.
Corrosive sublimate is a deadly
ager of The Courier-Gazette and sec- garet O'Donnell of East Boston
i out in contrast to black plumage as childhood was spent ln Washington, tinancial aid, threats of cranks and
A
retary of the Rockland Board of
Somerville, April 30, William H
1
1
lo
D C.. where tomboy Kate outdid a thousand and one other cares of a poison to man and animals.
21
Bowman and Lottie S Dawson, both he sweeps aIon«
The first application for plants in
Trade, died at the age ol 56.
most of the boys on her block She similar nature. But Kate keeps her
Noby in Mating Season
John R Frohock. 62. died at his of Washington
w 25
discovered her voice when she was chuckle. She'd like to find time for the seed bed should be made from
Zb
27
"Pileated Woodpeckers are particu very young (to this day she has never her favorite diversions—swimming, about May 6 to May 15 depending
home on Park street.
i Dwr Ble APril 18 Maynard L
,.
Stinson of Stonington and Nina L. larly noisy during the mating season taken a singing lesson* and she used driving in her fast roadster, and upon the lateness of th? season and
71 2T"
1
30
Fire did $2500 damage to the Maine
and after their children are off their it mainly for her own amusement cheering herself hoarse at football the treatment should be continued at
Pert
Central freight shed.
weekly intervals until the plants are
Thomaston. May 12. Rev. Albert I. hands late In the spring Their cack- and that of the neighborhood kids.
il
games.
5m ii
3b
32 ii
Sales at the City Liquor Agency ln
set in the field. Then about a half
! Oliver and Mary' H Irvine of Mil- ling call resembles that of the FlickApril amounted to $342.
teacupful of the solution should be
; ford. Utah.
er. but it Is louder, more ringing, and
36
1
17
Capt. George Horton went to Port
1
CAMDEN
WARREN
applied to the base of each plant
Thomaston. May 17. Willey Clark often more hesitant
land to take charge of the Standard
when it is set in the field. The
. and Myrtle Dunne
"Special adjustments ln the brain
Members of the Easter choirs of
Joel Keyes Grant Circle. Ladies of
M0 Ml
MM MS
Ml
Oi! boat Delivery No. 1.
M3
I Camden. May 6. Walter F. Thomp- of Pileatus protect it from the terri- 1 both churches will be special guests the OAK. meets Friday with picnic plants should be treated in the field
John A Richardson sold his house
for from two to three times until the
son and Frances M Davis.
fic shock of constant woodchopping,
4 M9
' Thursday at the monthly supper supper at 6 o'clock.
U7
MB
on Pine street to Adam Soboleski.
time of danger is past.
j Stonington April 30. Frank A. Da- Large as a crow and. next to the now
served at the Congregational Church
George W. Ames opened a grocery I
Miss Helen Rich will entertain the
The onion maggot can be controlled
mon and Sarah E. Robbins.
almost extinct Ivory Billed, biggest
1
by the Ladies' Circle. This commit Congregational Good Cheer Class to
50
51
52
store on Oliver street.
by the use of a combination of
Mrs. Elizabeth Montgomery of of all the woodpeckers, he packs a
tee will serve the supper: Mrs. Robert night. Tuesday, at her home on up
William H Simmons was appointed
bordeaux mixture and oil emulsion.
, Warren celebrated her 93d birthday, punch that recalls the action of a
chairman of the Rockland Board ofj: Cyrus E. Dunbar's wheelwright compressed air drill in breaking up Walker, Mrs. Willis Vinal. Mrs. A per Elm street.
54
Enough oil emulsion or miscible oil
W White. Mrs G D Oould. Mrs.
Registration
Mrs.
Nellie
B
Foster
of
New
Y
’
ork
jj
used
that
2
percent
oil
is
eon' shop in South Hope was destroyed by paving With his long tough bill,
Methodist ministerial appointments I< fire.
j thte hardhitting flyer may peel off Samuel Norwood and Mrs. Evelyn clty has opened her summer home tabled In 'he finished mixture. The
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
I HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
Vining.
in this vicinity Included: Camden A
on the Belfast road.
bordeaux can be made first, the oil
Schooner Mary Bradford Pierce, long strips of. bark to simplify hls
12-To mend
38- Perehed
1-Left tide of a
The Quintuplets 4-H Club held a
H. Corey; Rockland. C. N. Garland; i
15-Wither
A public meeting will be held added, and the mixture then be
39- Knock
vettel
commanded by Capt George W Lan- search for food Chips of wood 6 or
Rockport, J. W. Reynolds; Thomas of Rockport, was burned at Mayag- 8 inches long and as wide as a man's Mothers Day me lng Satur y at • Wednesday at 7 30 in the Opera agitated in order to mix lt thoroughly.
17- A beverage
42-Not at any time
4-Seiie
18- Fith egga
the home of its leader. Mrs J. R
44-Etruacan god
7- A metal
ton A. I. Oliver; Union I. H LidHouse
under
the
auspices
of
the
TaxA
4-4-50
bordeaux
is
commonly
used,
hand,
have
been
hewn
from
some
nez, P R. Crew saved.
20-Epiaode
46-Fatten
8- Pronoun
Meservey nine guests and the mem
stoQp; Vinalhaven, C. F. Smith;
payer's Association. Many prominent For those who wish a small amount
22-Publith
48-A vegetable
10-Tavern
Levi R Morse. Civil War veteran trees.
ber., being present. After the meet out of town speak“rs will discuss I the bordeaux oil emulsion can be
£!onington, A. B McAllister.
49-To decline gradually 24-Old English measure
12-Valley
"Like the holes in the posts of a
died at hls home in Union.
ing. a Mother's Day program was
25-Portuguese coin
50- Wild (Scot.)
The battleship Delaware was tried
economic conditions. All voters and made up In the same proportions as ' 13- Auetralian bird
Ellis G. Copeland of Thomaston rail fence. Pileatus' excavations in enjoyed.
27- Drunkard
51- A letter
14- Expires
Ethel Hutchinson and
on the Rockland course.
28- A point of compass
52- Sum up
: had the contract for building a cot tree trunks are squarish and mortise Pauline Young demonstrated the tax payers are invited to attend the are given above. The mixture is
16- lmitate
Cecil 8 Copping was engaged * i
(abbr.)
53- Recited
s“sslon which is called for the pur- applied as a coarse spray when the
17- Turklah unit of
like; not round as are those of some
proper way of sandwich making. Re
31- lgnite
money
54- lncitet
play with the 22 Regiment Band of thorne-s
pose of learning the .acts about how 1 onions are from 1 to 2 inches high 1
other members of the woodpecker
32- A title (Sp.)
freshments were served. The quilt Camden is being run. The speakers and the application is repeated at ! 19- Seotch river
New York at Long Beach during the
____________
] tribe Cf course, he chops out the
33- Percolated
VERTICAL
20- Man'a name
recently
finished
by
the
club
was
on
summer.
34- Gratify
will explain conditions as they exist intervals of about a week for from 2 j Zl-Mop
entranceway to his nest, but then
I display and with it money will be
35- Atmoephere
Tlie last performance was given at [
23-Cord-like part of the 1- Heap
and suggest Improvements that will. to 4 times.
again he may cut holes with no other
36- Venture
earned to buy materials for club reduce taxes and bring about a more j For those who do not wish to I
2- Unit
body (pi.)
Dreamland Theatre, which was soon
I apparent aim than to search for wig40- Swias river
3- Ettay
26-Briefer
uniforms.
A
public
lawn
party
will
to give way to a new theatre.
efficient control of all expenditures [ bother with mixing the bordeaux. a
41- A pastry (pi.)
1 gly worms, or Just for the fun of it.
29- The sheltered tide 4- Mott honest
be held May 23. at the home of their |
43- Vessel (abbr.)
5- Young goat
C. K McWhlnnle bought the
‘ of the tax payers' money.
ready mixed bordeaux can be pur- J 30- Atom bearing an
Occasionally the cavity he chops in
44- Youtha
; leader in Pleasantville, with the
6-Girl't name
electric charge
George Rackliff house on Oliver
Dubliinvited
i
MUs
Mwy
S**
1
™
has
returned
chased
Although
a
combined
one direction will meet one project
45-Conjunction
7-Strike gently
31- Dazzlet
street.
I According to the record of 1886.
from an extended visit with relatives hordeaux-oll spray has given the
47-Grassy meadow
9-Empire (abbr.)
ed from another.
34-Gasped
The Sons of Union Veterans Auxl- J
49-Oacillate
11-Born
Ernest Rogers went to Northamp- peace and harmony prevailed in the
most consistent results in the con37-Digit
in
Philacia
,!iia
Insects for Every Course
liary will hold Its meeting and dinner
ton. Mass., to manage the Postal village half a century ago Weather
Parker
Hooper and And} tr°l of the onlon maggot, the oil
(Solution to previous puzzle*
"Pileatus deserves every bit of Wednesday, the committee being
Telegraph office.
was pleasant but very dry. May 10 hls high reputation as a tree surgeon Mrs. William Stickney, Mrs. Shirley | Hutchins o( Fall River. Mass, mem- combined with the water alone has : ed relatives in Rockland over the
Charles F. Chester was appointed
. j2lT[R|O| s'o E
Bowley. anl Mrs. Gertrude Weaver bcrs of the summer colony' are in given fairly satisfactory conttol of ; weekend.
this pest.
lightkeeper at Owl's Head to succeed —quote lkom diary: "I have not He ‘gets under the skin' of trees and
Ikll V>Eio| C O R
Mrs.
J.
H.
Carver
and
daughter
Members
not
solicited
are
requested
1
town
done any planting yet. May 15—I hauls out destructive wood eaters
Die1p1e|n|oL A R R
the late Capt. Llewellyn Norwood.
to furnish sweets.
Clarence Harmon of Wood: Miss Ernestine Carver were visitors
c A
1 ItWnIcIcIdIl E
Orlando S Trussell, who conduct am making long days now, get up at Ants and woodborers. which together
Ira E Pern- has a contract for !fortE *“ recent guest °f her aunt’
VINALHAVEN
Friday in Rockland
EAR
4:30,
work
in
my
garden
till
6:30.
Inflict
enormous
damage
on
timber,
ed a machine shop in this city many
E N S E.
furnishing the gravel lor concrete at , Miss Marj C Davls' High streel
R C’EiV I
years, died at the Soldiers' Home in work 10 hours caulking and work In [ make up 61 percent of his diet AnNORTH WALDOBORO
l a t c s
P. Wentworth Ray of Portland arr^XXwuriSXXTof
my garden at night as long as I can ( other 11 per cent ls composed of mis- i the new theatre ln Waldoboro
Togus.
WAS
was visitor here Sunday
A S T S
Maiden Cliff Rebegah Lodge meets fish /or tbe Bay Sute Piling Co..
Burnheimer has employment
Elijah H Perry. 71. died suddenly see. (As Dad was 86 at the time of cellaneous insects, spiders, and milli
RielTie
Woman's Club Anniversary
OiP^iNlSHA.
NOPE
his death in 1921. 35 years after this. ' pedes
at his home on South Main street.
Wednesday
night.
Mrs.
Mary
A.
causlng
a
il
of
excitement
along
the
at
Moody
s
cabins.
Officers elected nt the meeting
T 1 [N T Hs C
"A barbed, homy-lipped ‘tongue
fr,ont' Considerable business is
Dr Hahn of jr^ndship was a
Stephen H Cables engaged ln the lt was not long hours that caused
Thursday of the Woman's Club were: Hurley of Skowhegan, president of j
AlclTiSrlo L
helps him to lap up scattering bugs
hls death.)
public carriage business.
the
Rebekah
Association
of
Maine.
ex
P
ected
at
th
<*
A
sb
wharf,
’ cal'er professionally Thursday at the
~1s!e|v|c|r C
President. Miss Edna F. Boggs, re• • • •
“Vessels coming and going as usual, It is true that in the fall and winter. |
will be the guest of honor. Refresh- ‘ ^nlOn Church Circle will meet
T
“lR|E
E. D. Mank home. Mr. Mank has
1 elected; vice presidents. Mrs Ann*
These births were recorded.:
May 20. Sch. J. W. Fish came in to when he has a struggle to find food
E S S
Starrett, M-s Flora Peabody; secre ments and an entertainment will Thursday with supper at 5.30 in the been ill several weeks but is gaining
vestry.
Burkettville. May 2. to Mr and day with a load of coal for G. W (he never migrates north or south
tary. Mrs Ella Cunningham; treas- follow the meeting.
sloviy.
Mrs. Linwood Mitchell a daughter. Rawley. She struck on a ledge off with the seasons), he eats consider
Mrs. Florence Oross and mother,
Mrs.
Fred
Buzzell
Is
in
Community
Mr and Mrs. William D. Walter
1 urer. Mrs. Chlsie Trone; financial
Rawley's wharf when she came in. able vegetable food, but most of this
secretary. Mrs. Alice Mathews; Pro Hospital, the result of being struck Mrs Leroy Calderwood, visited Friday passed Wednesday evening at Ches
is
wild
fruits,
nuts,
and
seeds.
The
1
(A few years later she struck on Old
in Rockland.
gram Committee will be appointed by an auto Saturday night while
ter Duncan's.
Cilly (?) with a load of coal for Raw- farmer need fear no Injury to crops i
Robert Roberts. 65. died Saturday at
walking near her home on the
by chair.
Mr and Mrs. Maynard Joudrey of
ley, and that ended the career of the or farmyard trees from him.
the home of his brother. David Rob
Springfield. Mass., are at Gcorgv
Mrs. Jessie Walker read a short Simonton road at West Rock;x>rt.
“Apparently not in any hurry
Joe BUI.)
erts Deceased was bom in Wales.
resume of club work the five years lt She was walking toward this town
Euciey's for the summer.
“May 25—Intended to have done about nest building a pair of Pileat
England, son of the late Richard and
Joan Burnheimer, student at Bates
has been in existence, the paper writ when struck by a large truck. It
some planting today but did not get ed Woodpeckers often take a month
Margaret Roberts. Mr. Roberts had „ ,,
ten by the secretary. Mrs. Ella Cunn was dark when the accident hap
. .
'College, passed the weekend with
around to lt. May 31—A four masted to prepare the cavity in the chosen
been a resident of this town 45 years
hei parents. Mr. and Mrs Victor
ingham. Mrs. Alena Starrett. chair pened and no blame was attached to
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
schooner passed this afternoon tree. Sometimes the mother bird lays
and was a paving cutter by trade. He
BumlieiRMt.
man of the program committee, the driver. Mrs. Buzzsell is in a
Is survived by one son, Owen Roberts,
bound westward. (I wonder how eggs before the interior decoration ls
An inten sting Grange meeting was
thanked the officers, and members critical condition and owing to her
plentiful four masters were 50 years complete. Muffled knocking in the
three grandchildren and one brother.
held Thursday night with Maple
for their co-operation in programs advanced age little hope Is held for
David
Roberts.
ago?) Paid my last year's (1885) tree, days after eggs are laid, tells
Grange. Prof. Smith of Orono was ‘
the past year. Mrs. Nettle Vinal her recovery.
Mother's Day was observed at Union the speaker, his talk being of special [
taxes, $825 to J. Hupper, collector. of trimming and remodeling still In
The Board of Trade holds its an
spoke briefly on the pageant con
Church with an appropriate sermon
(On same property now. $34 50) progress.
interest to poultr/men.
Three
nected with the proposed bi-centen nual meeting and election of officers
by the pastor, Rev. N. F. Atwood.
Trotted right away from the horse
"Pileatus nests usually in a dead
at
the
YM.CA.
Wednesday
at
8
Granges were invited guests. A baked
nial celebration.
Special music was sung by the choir
and buggy days.”
tree, 15 to 50 feet from the ground.
bean supper was served at the close
Following adjournment, a surprise o'clock.
with Miss Dorothy Cobb as soloist,
Boze
The actual cavity, in which the eggs
of the session.
Megunticook Grange assembles
birthday party was given by tlie
and Mrs. Evelyn Hall at the organ
Somerville, Mass.. May 11
are laid on a nest of fine chips, may
men bers of the program committee. Wednesday night.
Decorations were artistically arranged. K
be as much as three feet deep. Two
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Stiles have
Lights were put out, the better to dis
At this service the following children «
exits are not uncommon, so that
NOTICE TO MARINERS
play a huge birthday cake of pink returned to Babson Park, Mass.,
HOME-AG.-FAX
were baptized. Judith, daughter of ♦
when an enemy enters by one. Pilea
and white with* five lighted candles. after spending a Tew weeks here.
Mi. and Mrs. William Clayter; Paul,
Wood
Island
Harbor—Hussey tus and family may slip out by the The cake bore on the side the legend,
(From the famous radio program
Miss Doris Sylvester. Mrs. Adelaide
6on of Mr. and Mrs William Chilles;
Rock Buoy 1 reported caught down. back door."
"The Goldbergs")
At the recent Rhode Island Baby
"Warren Woman’s Club 1931-1936” Sawyer, Mrs. Doris Sawyer and Miss
Timothy, son of Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Chick Show. Maine entries carried a
Will be released as soon as prac
"Mothers
are not al
in pink script. Members were un Alice Stearns passed the weekend at
Lane; Lermond. son of Mr. and Mrs. placard “100 perent pulloriun-clcan.
ticable.
decided as to whether the cake Spruce Head.
ways
right,
they are
Ralph Doughty; and Ann. daughter of course." Although the floods kept
West Penobscot
Bay—Marshall
Mrs. A. W. Rich has returned from
looked prettier, cut or uncut, as
also
human."
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Kenneth
Webster.
Point Lighted Bell Buoy 8 estab
more than half of the Maine exhibits
when cut it proved !o be a pink and a visit with relatives in Philadelphia.
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
Vinalhaven High was defeated Sat away, three Maine breeders made
lished May 5 in 195 feet, 1700 yards,
w'hite dheoker |>oard cake. Cake
urday by St. George High at St. excellent showings.
268 degrees from Marshall Point,
and coffee were served, by Mrs. Mary
North Islesboro. Lighted buoy is red
George,
score 10 to 3.
BE ON HAND
57&53 1 Moore and Miss Marjorie Spear, with
AND UP
and shows a white flash of 0.5 sec
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith were
Although burning lawns removes
the president, Miss Boggs, cutting
Your Old Range Taken in
ond duration, eclipse 2 seconds, of
Rockland .visitors Saturday.
dead grass and makes the green
REMOVES
Exchange
140 candlepower, 12 feet above water, VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND STB’T CO the birthday cake which she also
Galvin Vinal has been spending stand out, It injures the growing ^7
served.
Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven,
Atlantic Ranges are available in visible 8 miles.
a few days In town.
grass and should not be practiced.
Stonington, Isle au Haut, Swan'i
Black and All Enamel Finishes
Buoy will be maintained annually
• • • •
Mrs. L. C. Smith entertained the
Island and Frenchboro
Effective Oct. 1, 1935
The family was discussing the wear Don't worry if your clothes
from April 15 to Dec. 15.
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
Saturday Nighters at their latest as
The average land bank loan in
Winter Service 1935-1936
and tear on things in general in the become mildewed. CoteY
West Penobscot Bay — Passage
recent months was $4,235, and the
sembly.
Dally Except Sunday
Northward of North Haven Island— (Subject to Change Without Notice) cold wave.
Magic Water is the finest
WE BUY
Mrs.
N.
F.
Atwood
is
guest
of
her
current
low interest rate of 4 per
Eastern Standard Time
McIntosh Ledge Buoy moved May 5
“And we will have to have a new thing you ever used for
Down
Dc
Read Up
cent saves the borrower about $93 a
sister.
Mrs.
Everett
Tarbox
in
Hollis.
taking out milder—with
into 90 feet. 125 yard, 116 degrees A M Lv. Swan's Island.
David Duncan and George Lawry year compared with the average rate
Ar. 600 door curtain," said mother.
out Injury to the fabric.
Lv. Stonington.
from McIntosh Ledge, changed to a
Ar. 4.40
"Why a door curtain?” they asked. For sale at all Grocers.
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
TEL. 980
have
returned from Portland where farmers had been paying. The total
Lv.
North
Haven,
Ar. 330
JEWELER
"Dad wore this one out looking out Beware of Imitations.
313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND black 2nd-class tall can and num
Lv. Vinalhaven,
they attended Masonic Grand Lodge. saving so represented is three million *■
Ar. 2.45
370 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
Az. Rockland,
47-tf bered 1,
Lt. 130 at the thermometer," she replied.
E. A. Smalley also attended and vlsit- dollars annually.
_ r
.
U»-tt

1911

A review from the columns of this
paper of some of the happenings
which interested Rockland and vi
cinity in this month, 1911.

,

[COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE]
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Tenants Harbor Days

MOLLY SAYS

Aflantic
RANGES

25 THRILLS 25

M9.50

AT THE PARK

MAGIC

WATER

MILDEW

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

OLD GOLD

Every-Other-Day

THEATRE

WALDOBORO

STAR Waldoboio

Good Luck Rebekah Lodge gave a
card party last night in the I.O.OF.
SHOWS AT 8.00 P. M.
dining hall.
Miss Alice Newbert of Lancaster,
TUESDAY, MAY 12
Pa , is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Geneva
Welt.
‘Tiniest Rebel”
Mrs. Lilia M. Blaney and Miss
SHIRLEY TEMPLE, JOHN BOLES
Matinee 3.15 P. M.
Marcia E. Blaney are in Waltham,
i Mass.
THURSDAY. MAY 14
Mr. and Mrs. Loring Clark and
‘Give Us This Night’
Mrs. Carrie Hassner have been in .
JAN KIEPl'RA,
town. They are moving from Port- ,
GLADYS SWARTHOUT land to Rockland where they will !
reside.
SATURDAY. MAY 16
Rosie (Creamer) wife of Gardiner
“Trail of the
■ A. Burnes of Dutch Neck, died re
Lonesome Pine” cently following a long illness.
HENRY FONDA,
Prof. Allen R. Benner of Andover
SYLVIA SIDNEY passed the weekend at his home here,
j Mrs Ida C. Stahl. Mrs. Nan Wes
Matinee at 2 30
New* and Comedy Each Show
ton and Mrs. Maude Clark Gay at
tended the May meeting of the Board
SPECIAL—$10 liven away earh
Saturday night in three prises
of Trustees at the Lincoln Home in
56-57 Newcastle.
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Miller and
family are moving into the house1
formerly occupied by the late James
{Willey and Mrs. Willey.
j George Ashworth of St. Johnsbury,
| Vt. has been guest of Dr and Mrs.
T. C. Ashworth.
Miss Lila Hopkins has been passing
By Chuck Cochard
a few days in Augusta.
! Mrs Alice Simmons of Nobleboro
Hollywood. Calif—If you don't
' is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Verna
think 10 years Is a long span ln the
Little.
screen life ol a star. Just glance over
• • • •
this roster of names under contract
•
Mrs.
Carrie
E. Young
to First National studio ln 1926.
I
Mrs
Carrie
E.
(Blaney)
Young. 79.
Colleen Moore. Norma Talmadge.
Milton Sills. Corrlne Griffith, Lewis I died May 4 at her home in WalStone, Richard Barthlemess, Maria tham. Mass. She was a native of
Corda. Doris Kenyon, and Billie Dove, this town, daughter of the late WllOnly Stone, a character actor, re- liam and Adeline Blaney, and the
mains in pictures today. Deatli and widow of Stillman K. Young. Fundiminished favor have taken away era! services were held in Waltham
the others. Makes you wonder who Wednesday and lhe body was
will be the stars of 1946
brought here Thursday for interment
Cecil B DiMllle. whose epic pro- In the family lot ln Rural cemetery,
ductions usually go on unreeling in
Mrs. Young was a member of
theaters for at least ten years, would Hawthorne Rebekah Lodge of W’allike to hazerd the guess. Ot the tham and of the Sons and Daugh
leading players in Hollywood today, ters of Maine. The Ixxige assisted
he thinks at least six will survive the la the funeral services. She ls surThey are Oary Cooper- vived by her niece. Miss Marcia Blan
decade
Loretta Young. Fred MacMurray, ey of this town.
Gladys SwarthouL Bette Davis,
Randolph Scott and possibly Mae
JEFFERSON
West.
i
-------j
Your correspondent is not claimAt 8 f°!nt meeting of the school
lng to be prophet when he says thaX, committees of Nobleboro. Jefferson,
there will be at least another six who Bremen and Waldoboro, A. L. Shorey
will stand Just as high in ten years W8S footed superintendent for the
from now as the above group. They ; «>((•*■ th year.
are Greta Garbo. Joan Crawford.
A delegation of 11 members of the
Robert Taylor, Jean Harlow, and ^trst Baptist Churoh recently at- ,
Clark Oable Well, we ll Just have to tended the Association meeting at
wait and see.
Nobleboro.
....
The Ladies Mission Circle met last
Oreta Garbo's seventeenth lead- ‘ 'Euesday w*th Mrs. Besant and
lng man in ber American film career * studied Mexican Missions.
Mr and Mrs George Ogilvie and
ls to be Robert Taylor. He ls to be
Garbo s Armand
in
Alexander
EUa Bond wcently attended a
Dumas' "Camille.- which Irving G P0™"8 Oran«e
8t Edge’
Thalberg has chosen as one of the co,n'’two M-G-M productions awaiting the
Rev J E Besant conducts services
star's return from Sweden. Taylor s Sunday evenings at the Coopers Mills
most recent was with Janet Gaynor Cbi'ich.
in "Small Tow n Olrl" and he soon I Martha P18^ of Connecticut is
goes into the "Gorgeous Hussy” with ,
her Parents. Mr and Mrs ,
Joan Crawford.
Ip°’’est
for a few
Jean Harlow has started work ini AUen Tibbetts wh° has be«n aillng
“Suzy," with Franchot Tone. Gary during the winter, suffered an ill
Grant and Lewis Stone in supporting turn recently.
Mrs. E. Howe of Coopers Mills was I
roles.
hostess
Friday night at a party for
Burns and Allen have been cast to
Mrs.
Effie
Andrews. The latter who
appear with Bing Crosby ln "Beach
spent
the
winter
with Mrs. Howe, re
of Dreams." in which be will be
starred following. "Rhythm on the turned home Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Wzl'er Strout who
Range.”
The huge cast in the musical made thetr home in Rockland the
"Stage Struck" now includes Dick past season, have resumed residence
Powell. Joan Blondell, Frank Mc here. Miss Margaret Simmons will
Hugh. Jeanne Madden. Spring Bying- spend the summer with them.
Mrs. Rodger Allawi and Infant
ton. Warren William and others.
Dolores Costello Barrymore, who daughter have returned home from
made her screen comeback in "Little Augusta Hospital.
E. L. Overlock of South Warren
Lord FAuntleroy." will have an op
portunity to play her first glamorous J ^as 8 crew employed In cutting oak
role ln her new film career ln "Vours for him on hls lumber lot here

ForDigertion’ssafe

Busy Americans Find Smoking Camels a Pleasant Aid That Helps
Digestion to Proceed Smoothly— Increases Alkalinity*

Many annoyances of our daily lives —
rush, worry, noise, mental strain —slow
down the flow of the digestive fluids
so necessary to good digestion.
Science and common experience agree
that smoking a Camel stimulates di

gestion, increases the flow of digestive
fluids., .alkaline digestive fluids.
From Camel's costlier tobaccos you
get unequaleil mildness. Smoke Camels
for a comforting lift—(or well-being —
for digtitiou't utkt! They set you rightl

HOLLYWOOD
STAR-LITES
♦♦♦♦

For the Asking*’ opposite George
Raft. Miss Costello's last picture be
fore retiring was in 1931. Others in
the cast Include Ida Luplno, Regin
ald Owen, Lynne Overman.
Can you imagine anything more
beautiful than to photograph the
story "Beau Geste" ln color with
Oary Cooper as the star.

25 THRILLS 25
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

AT THE PARK
BE ON HAND

57&58

EAGLE
Miss Minnie Howard and niece
Miss Carol are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Howard.
Mrs. Frank E. Bracey has returned
home after a few days' passed at
Great Spruce Head Island
Edwin Howard. Erland L. Quinn
and Wilbert Gove went to Stoning
ton on a business trip recently.
Mrs. Earl S. Brown recently visit
ed her parents Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge
Dodge in Sunset.
Edgar ^ulnn and Earl Brown have
started work on their weirs.

“I ALWAYS USE SOCONY
BURNING OILit burns so hot and clean! »»
Use socony burning oil in your range. It
, makes cooking easier because it burns even
ly—without smoke or smudge. And it’s pure
—gives more heat. For prompt delivery ...

CALL I 15
sap?

*

.

Y BURNINGM
ONY-VACUUM OIL COMPANY/ INC.
....... —..... ....

.............. a

LIGHTNING SPEED of prtitt Mrs.
Ethel Arnold (abortf depends greatly
on digestion. "I smoke Camels with
and after meals,” says Mrs. Arnold.

O. D. GLADWELL describes operating a pneumatic
drill. ''This battering ram is tough on the digestion,”
he says. "I just smoke Camels, and Camels set me right"

664 JUMPS —the record of Joe
Crane (abort/. He says: "Camels set
me right! It's just natural for me to
turn to Camels for digestion's sake.”

AT THE MAYFAIR ROOM of the Rook-Cadillac Hotel in Detroit,
Camels are a natural complement to perfect dining. Paul Fischer
{right/ says: ”A glance around our cables proves that those who
appreciate quality have made Camel cigarettes their first choice.”

METHOD USED. The evidence obtained by scientists defi
nitely establishes the fact that smoking a Camel increases
the flow of the digestive fluids. Thc importance of this in
facilitating digestion is a matter of common knowledge.

Cosflie/lohaccost

ROCKPORT

"PLOWING BACK*

Fred Priest, while working Satur
day on the Robert Oxton farm at
West Rockport fell from a cart and
sustained a broken collar bone and
a severe shaking up.
Officers of Harbor Light Chapter
O£S. are requested to meet at
Masonic hall Friday at 7 p. m, for
rehearsal of the work.
Maynard Graffam of Milo spent
the week-end at hls home on
Mechanic street.
William M. Crockett has rented
the B. P. Wooster house on High
street and. with his family, will move
there this week, vacating the Went
worth house on the corner ot Russell
avenue and Beauchamp street.
Mrs. Fred Buzzell is at Community
Hospital in a seriois condition as
result of an automobile accident in
which she was struck Saturday night
and knocked into the ditch ln front
of the M. L. Keens residence ln
Simonton. A truck bound for Cam
den and a car coming in the op
posite direction collided, and it was
thought that Mrs. Buzzell was
struck by the latter. She received a
compound fracture if the leg and a
slight concussion.
Mrs. Lillian Keller has moved from
the Wood tenement on Pleasant
street to an apartment in the Frank
Rider house on Main street.
Commander Howard A. Trlbou.
U. 6. N. Medical Corps, was at home
from Portsmouth, N. H. to spend the
week-end with hls mother Mrs. N.
J. Trlbou.
Those desiring reservations for the
Knox County U. of M. Alumni dinner
should communicate with Mrs Doris
B. Graffam of the reservation com
mittee.
A pot roast, supper will be served to
the public Wednesday from 5:30 to
7 at the Baptist vestry by members
of the Ladies' Circle.
Mrs. Edna Robbins has moved from
Union street into the Torrey house
on Church street.
• • • •
Crockett-Telman

Here's a Word Being Said
In the Interest Of Indus
trial Fertilizers

Ernest F. Crockett and Miss Doro
thy D. Tolman. both of this town,
were united In marriage Saturday
evening at the Methodist parsonage
in Winthrop by Rev. Forrest F
Fowle former pastor of the Rock
port Methodist Church.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James L. Tolman of Rock
ville and a graduate of Rockport
High School. Mr. Crockett is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Roland F. Crockett,
and is also a graduate of Rockport
High School. He is employed as
gardener at the T. Charlton Henry
cottage on Beauchamp Point.
The young couple will make their
home for the present with the
groom's parents on Amesbury street.

Under the caption "Plowing Back
Forestalls Sail Repletion," Tlie May
7 issue of The Iron Age carries this
editorial, written bv Herman H
Lind, general manager of the Na
tional Machine Tool Builders' As
sociation:
"The prudent farmer knows that
he must conserve '.he condition of
his soil, if he is to prosper. He can
not expect to take continually from
his fields without giving back to
them. That is why you see him
plowing back the sweet clover, the
soy beans and the rank rye.
“He realizes the necessity of re
turning to (he earth a portion of the
profits that he secures from lt In the
form of those chemical elements that
are necessary to avoid depletion and
to insure continual abundance of
production.
"The improvident larmer, on the
contrary, gives no thought to the
future, reaos the entire yield and
plows back nothing. His thoughtless
policy and practice are responsible
tor our abandoned 'arms and for the
millions that Uncle Sam must now
spend to counteract the effects of
soil, depletion.
"There Is food for thought in this
for our legislators who are now con
sidering the corporation surplus tax
proposal. Industrial fields, like farm
acres, must be kept fertile or they
will become sterile and impoverished.
They need a plowing back of a por
tion of the dollar crops that come
from them. Research, moderniza
tion. replacement, development must
continue, if our Industrial soil ls to
be kept from becoming barren and
depleted.
"Our industrial fertilizers are not
sweet clover end rye. but dollar prof
its. These have teen plowed back
by provident manufacturers ln the
past to conserve industrial fertility.
Atandoned p’ants. lire abandoned
farms, are the result of an improvid
ent policy which neglects to do ti is.
“If unwise legislation should de
prive us of the possibility of thus
plowing profits back into our indus
trial fields, the time may come when
the soil of production and employ
ment will be depleted. If this shou!
happen, Uncle Sam will have to
spend billions to restore our produc
ing power. Just as he ls spending
hundreds if millions to restore our
barren acres."
Rock gardens are out of place on
some home grounds. One should
visit good rock gardens in his section
both before and after building his
own.

• Camels are made from finer, MOBS

EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS... Turkish and

Domestic...than any other popular brand.

■4

motoring there for them Sunday and
HOPE
NORTH HAVEN
WHITE HEAD
returning the following day. T hey
An "original Major Bowes Amateur Mr and Mrs. G. L. Alley of thc visited Mr. and Mrs. Mllledge Ran
At the last meeting of Hope Grange
the State Lecturer. Hartley M Stew Hour" held Friday ln the church audi Light were recently called to Jones- dall of Cape Elizabeth, formerly of
art of Houlton, gave a fine talk. He torium under auspices of the North port by the death of Mr Alley's White Head Coast Ouard
also entertained the audience with Haven Band, furnished an evening of father. Arthur J. Alley.
L. B Beal. M M M first class,
solos, accompanied at the piano by entertainment, music, good nature an l
went recently for treatment to the
Mr. and Mrs L. O Goff and son.
Mrs. Helen Wentworth. Visitors were smiles. The part of Major Bowes was
Marine Hospital at Fleering TTiis
present from Tranquility. South Hop; taken by Herman Crockett, with Richard of Westbrook were recent makes the third officer from thia
ready wit and contagious humor. visitors at the Light, and also passed station who has become a patient
and Cainden Granges.
Knox Pomona Grange met . with Graham McNamee was portrayed by a week at the A J. Beal homc.
there, the others being Officer-ln
Hope Orange recently with a good at Clarence Waterman whose spirit and j Mrs. Edna Alley of the Light was Ciiarge L. R Dunn and Freeman
tendance. The bus.ness session was animated voice well represented the called to Rockland recently by the Beal, bos'n mate, first class.
held in the forenoon, and after din original. These special features con-' illness of her daughter Mrs. S. F. j Lighthouse Tender Hibiscus was
ner a program was presented which tributed to Jhe success of the pro Flood and granddaughter.
here recently with Inspector Thomas
included a talk by Bradford C. Re- gram. Cornet duet. Raymond Stone
Sampson on board He inspected the
Mrs.
Leland
B.
Beal
and
daughter
donnet of Lincoln County, and re and James Brown: clarinet duet, Ron
Janice were recent guests of Mrs lighthouse and reservation.
marks by past State Master Thomp ald Gillis and Ernest Brown; Foy
Flower garden and house cleaning
Brown with Mrs. Brown as accom John Kelley at Spruce Head.
son. recitations, music and readings.
are away behind in this section, ow
Elmer True attended the Grand panist contributed a baritone solo; a| Rev. and Mrs Willis, the former ing to the cold, wet weather.
Lodge of Masons in Portland re trio. Mrs. Foy Brown. Mrs. Herman ' a traveling Coast Guard preaciier
G. L. Alley, second assistant at the
Crockett and Barbara 8tone; duet. I were recent visitors at the station.
cently.
Light, has entered the Marine Hospi
The Farm Bureau held a meeting Barbara Stone and Foster Morrison. > Rev Mr. Willis said this was hls 41st tal at Deering for an infected finger.
Thursday at the Grange hall. Dinner For some reason or other, the band j annual visit here
Clarence Beal of Beals who has
was served at noon by Mrs. Annie got the “gong" once or twice. Floyd ! Mrs A. J. Beal and Miss Eleanor been visiting Mr. and Mrs Lawrence
Barrett and Miss Mary Barrett. Mrs. Duncan as leader of the band is to | Beal of the Light have been on a Norton for several weeks, has re
Bessie Hardy and Mrs. Alice True con be congratulated on the concert and week's visit at Westbrook. Mr Beal turned home.
ducted the meeting, the subject being what the band has accomplished since
its organization; also Mr Kirkpatrick
"Let's Fix It."
Irving Keene of Watertown. Mass, as Instructor. The band netted $40 j
Emery Wooster. Jr., returned Wed-j
spent the spring vacation at tlie home
of his uncle. Howard Coose.
nesday from service on the Grand
Jury.
May and June brides will appreciate The formal transfer of the local
getting stationery for acknowledg postofflee from the retiring postmaster
ments and thank you notes. Rytex took place last Tuesday. Winn Ames
Band Box is particularly designed for I retires and Mrs. Estella Crockett be
just such uses, especially the douole comes postmaster. Mr. Ames had been
note size sheet. On sale during May an efficient postmaster 16 years. Mrs
only at The Courier-Gazette office, Crockett will have for her assistant
for $1 a box. Postage 10c.
Mrs. Anna Beverage. Both have had
postofflee experience.
Miss Constance Carver was ln Rock
3136 land Thursday on business.
The Girls' Sewing Club met Thurs
day at the Waterman-Grant camp
at the Little Thoroughfare.
The James place with Argyle Mc-j
Donald as caretaker has been rented
for the summer by Philadelph.a
PRINTED STATIONERY
parties.
Here's News! An extremely smart writing creation with
a wide band at the top of thr sheets in pastel shades—and
SOUTH WARREN
at an extremely low price!
Our stock comprises every need
Color of Band—Exquisite pastel shades of Gre?n, Or
from the smallest brush to paint
Alvah Spear is preparing the foun
chid. Brown or Grey.
for the largest out-door job.
dation for an addition to his garage
Color of Ink—Name and Address or Monogram printed in
The Ladies' Circle of Good Will
WE SELL
Green, Violet, Brown or Blue.
Grange will meet at the home of
and RECOMMEND
Mrs. Charles Copeland Wednesday
for an all day session.
100 SHEETS
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bailey of
Double or Note Sheets
Brooks and Mrs Clara Dow of West
Rockport called Wednesday on Mrs.
100 ENVELOPES
Leila Lermond.
WITH PRINTING ON SHEETS
A line that has made friends
Mrs. Rosa Cutting is at the Maine
galore for this store—Once used,
AND ENVELOPES
General Hospital in Portland where
You will know why—
j Wednesday she underwent a surgi
Our priers are
NOTE!
cal operation.
reasonable, too!
Papr-r of this quality, plain—without
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Maxey moPostage 10c Extra
printing would usually cost you
Write for Catalog if you cannot
I tored recently to Portland where the
much more. Be sure to buy boxes
conveniently call.
, former attended a meeting of the
and boxes for future use.
Standard Oil Co. employes.
Mrs. Olive Fales entertained the
FEDERAL & TEMPLE STS.
members of the B. H. Club at her
PORTLAND. MAINE
home last Tuesday, adandelion green
Supper being enjoyed.

IT’S CLEAN UP

Special For May Only!

RYTEX BAND BOX

TIME...

BP.S.

Paints and Varnishes

Kendall & Whitney
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THOMASTON

TOWNSEND
RALLY

to rosumo his duties on Uvc yacht
Dauntless.
Miss Frances Babb teacher at Ber
wick Academy spent tlie weekend
with hcr mothcr. Mrs Clara Babb on
Knox street.
Mrs Lewis C. Sturtevant motored

Legal Notice

In Everybody’s Column ’ ? " * '’ * * " **

NOTICE OE FORECLOSURE
Advertisements ...
In this
...... —
column
------—
not—to I
Whereas. Charles 8. Orotton of Rock- txcecd three lines Inserted once for 25
Und In the County of Knox and State i
nVe'cenuTeach for one time
of Maine, by hls Mortgage Deed dated I ,0 cents for three times. Six word.
the twentieth day of December. 1929. make a line.
and recorded In Knox County Registry
<f Deeds. Book 221. Page 512. conveyed
AT WATTS HALL
,
,
.,__, i to the North National Bank, a National
Friday to Bangor where she atte - bBnklng corporation having Its location
FRIDAY NIGHT
ed the New England Tel. Co.’s ban- at Rickland afo-esaid. a certain lot or
J. Clarence Leckemby
B
,
parcel of laud, with the buildings therequet at the Bangor House, returning on situate in said Rockland bounded
Of Pittsfield. Me.
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss of
.
1
and described as follows, to wit:—
Rcnubllren Candidate for Congress home naturuay.
BEGINNING
at the Intersection of the ccposlt bo >k number MM Mid thf
_______
_ ______
will speak at 8 on the Townsend
Edtrar A Ames hasreturned
home southerly line of Park Street with the , owner of said book asks for duplicate ln
.. . westerly line of Main
Street; running accordance with the provisions of the
Plan.
fromPortland where
heattended thence by Main Street southerly 34 94 j State 1j>w SECURITY TRUST co .
lnt
which
Is
3.3
feet souther- Pocklsnd. Maine. ENSIGN OTIS. Re
the meeting of the M asonlc Grand [J'^Vtlhe range of the southerly
57-T-63
side reiver.
they spent the day with Mrs. Clark s j odge as proxy to represent Orient wai^ oi^the brick funding ^known^as ( ^OTHK ,, hrrebv given of the loss of

Tf
iiiuitssv
Mil 1 CiLI

Two sailings from Morse's shipyard
♦
d
man WANTED for Rawlelgh Route of
took place Saturday -I'e first, at 1
80^mw^Twri” tXtoy RAWLEIOH.
o'clock was the 36-foot yacht Bosun-;
DEPT MEE-73-SA. Albany. N. Y. 54*59
drid.
recently
built
for
W.
Finydlay
j
The undertaking business established 32 years ago
MIDDLE-AOED woman wanted to
Dooins. of Philadelphia; and second, j
keep house and care for small boy. 209
at 2 o clock. the well known schooner j
Old County Road
57*59
by the late zMbcrt D. Davis will be continued by his
YOUNG man. 20-30. wanted to work
Maraval which is used by the Gren
son, J. Russell Davis under the same firm style—
on farm, who can milk and drive tractor.
fell Mission in Labrador waters dur
Wages f20 a month and board. M V’
PAYSON Warren Tel 43-11.
57-lt
ing the summer months. This latter
I OFFER You a brand-new Ford Sedan
craft has just received a general
as bonus, besides a splendid opportuni
ty to make *45 a week. Run coffee
overhauling by the Morse Boatbuild
rgei.cy ln your locality. Details free
ing Corp, and under command of
ALBERT MILLS. 164 Monmouth. Cin
cinnati O________________________57*lt
Capt. Frank Cushman, of this town.
With appreciation for former patronage
SEVERAL used hot water radiators
is bound for New Bedford. Mass.
pn!s Mr and Mrs Daniel l IodRpFAM while there Mr Ames
„„‘Tl.ne SsVaTlHm a.TsTfrel Mi u^k "X^or^uXate'ln’«.r wanted.
Phone 543-R. L. A. WALKER
57-53
where hcr engines will receive atten- • Keyes
ja pMt mastpr 0(
Ixxige was southeu^from Ute «uth
iti^URWY‘'t^U8T°to fmum _________________________________ 57-59
store 44.58 feet to a point
,
,
HOUSEKEEPER and companion lor
tion.
Rnndnlnh
dH
nietrlet
v Orand
theeulast
‘ ‘ ENtion*rmn
,o’ elderly
Randolph Henderson.
Henderson. Cecil
Cecil C
C ushush- -.nnnint
appointed
District Donut
Deputy
Grand *ectlon
a"|a“n^oftJ)pb
1,''arimentioned
J5'lpl,,^)’n^)lline
I1Q with ‘Maine
otis. Receiver?»<...■
Ma'y"l'£
lady ln Rockland wanted. Write
_ ______ 57-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo J. Spalding ; man. Walter Delano and Willard Master of the 9th Dlrtrlct, which will! west" of"the'range of the western ent/of 1 ,9J#
57-T-63 Box 385 or phone 468
The Courier-Gazette is showing and address. Fifty large fiat sheets
LARGE refrigerator wanted to hold
Rytex Varsity Cloth—a fine persona': ar.d 50 monarch size envelopes to and granddaughter. Charlena Siwld Miller, who are employed on the include the inspection of thc Lodge ^'r^J^store^thert”0*" V line wmeh
10C lb» lee . also l»te style water eoolrr.
Apply DAN MUNRO. 105 Llmerock SI
stationery for men. This stationery match for only $100. Order a box | ing. spent the weekend at their cot Woolworth vacht, were weekend in Rockland. Vinalhaven. Warren. < i« parallel to and 055 feet westerly from
, the west end ol the said store 34 9 feet
Tel. 1106
56-58
guests of relatives while the yacht Friendship. Tenant's Harbor. Soutli more or leaa. to the line of said Park
comes in Ivory, Green and Browr. for home correspondence. Postage tage nt Holiday Beach.
MIDDLE-AOED man wanted, good
Street; thence by said Park Street I
~
------’
milker,
who
wants
good
home
and
Thomaston and this town.
Varsity Cloth, printed with your name ten cents.
Mr and Mrs ’.Vendell Chatfield ■ was in Bath.
easterly 46 57 feet, more or less, to the *****«.***«,»•»**** small wages, permanent place
Work
1 Mildred OBricni and children Betty ( Mrs Lloyd Benner and children
Miss Margaret McKusick. of Win- pi** of beginning^
second-floor
heated mosUy chores Referencea exchanged.
FURNISHED.
1 Being part of the land conveyed to
E E CHAPMAN. Lake View Farm.
Cobb by Oliver B Fales. et 1 apartment to let. 14 MASONIC ST.
and Raymond who have been occu- Winfield and Leatrice. of Brunswick. sted. Conn., a student at Bates Col-i william
52-tf
55*57 Nobleboro.
pying the George O'Brien farm at spent the weekend with her mother lege was a weekend guest of Mre. i
*dd^TJySdr<to1 J^h^L.1' ”'noh5e .
FURNISHED, year-round camp for [ POSITION as chef or oraer cook wantby Oeorgle Berry, and by «ald John L
,
t
. Crawford take Inquire '
Beat of references. HORACE PERRY.
Cyster River the past two years, are Mrs Edward G Weston, at her home Josephine W. Stone
Donohue to E B MacAlllster by war- ^c^wTORD LAKE FARM
56*56 OmceSt_CltT_____________________ •*_'
Mr and Mrs Bowdoin L. Grafton ranty deed dated January 10. 1916: ref- -- -------------------to remove Wednesday to Benton on Hyler street.
Mrs. Carrie Young and son Harold entertained at a picnic supper party JinuLy’ "ini' whirtTwrecy^at" ma?k» fOl nc^urnSn ,r^^iS‘e^treJte° TO.
where they have bought a farm.
—
-1
1 .
.
...............
..
57-62
Fred Jealous, student at Bowdoin Young, and Mrs. Addle Wyllie, of at their home on Knox street Friday thereof are made a part of thia con-. k-R
College, spent the weekend withhls (North Cushing, were guests Sunday 1 to honor their house guest. Fred
Also another certain lot or parcel of touit.Eftntshed*Jttic’ThedV’l/ourd?'s"
parents. Mr
and Mrs. Lionel F of Mrs. Young's daughter and son- Hinckley, who returned to Boston i'^aid'^wLd^tei^ded^nd’dewrtbi''
—j
| in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mar- Saturday after a few days’ visit » £’•><£.■ w w.l- BKHNNtNO at,. | PASTURE
uJe'Vr | THREE-YEAR old fre-h Jeraey cow
Jealous.
R. I "nd c»'f /°T .“**• ALBERT TANIMI.
Thc guests were: Mr. end Mrs Wil-j Street and 34 33 feet southerly from the n w or horse L E DAVIS. Union57*59
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Bowman of! shall, in Rockland.
Union. Tel. 8-4.
56 58
’
Portland, passed Sunday with Mrs I William T. Smith. Jr. and Charles (ham T Flint Miss Clara Spear, prin- i^k^uret with ‘’the “we’.wriy line oi —STORE
to let at 236 Main St Apply ; ONE fresh cow. gives 15 quarts milk
i Spear, students at Tufts College cipal lewis C Sturtevant and Myles Main street: running thence by M .in
jioa'iNSON. 2 Pleasant st
I L“h d»»L rRED M BUTLER. W.rrcm
Bowman's mother. Mrs. Fred C
w. |
■
Street southerly 12 feet, more or leae.I
56*581 “el. 10-22.
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1916 bv John L Donohue to Aan 1
FURNISHED 3 room apartment with 96 UVE
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Main
St.
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1I3Z-W
5C*58
Mr and Mrs B A. Vose of RockMr and Mrs Henry L Montgom- Bird; thence bj- said B?rds land
tei- both to let Tel 883-W ANNE V. flint
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daughter Rae and Luther A. Clark
.
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feet west of the range ot the westerly
SEVEN room house to let modern lm- quick sale MRS C R WALLACE. War
57*59
Rollo Gardiner home in Camden.
end of the brick building known ns the movement- *16 a month. V F STUDLEY ren Me Tel 1-34
205
motored Sunday to Bucksport where Mrs Alexander K. Wilson.
USED stoves of sll kinds bought and
Miss Mabelle Brown returned to Mrs.
Mr« Wtnrenne W narrllner mntnnvl I Olfver B Tales store,. thence WWtheHy Tel. 320.
56-tf ecld.
Florence H. Gardiner motored j on B unr wbich is parallel to »nd 55 ton
C E OROTTON 138 Camden St .
or unfurnlahed home to Tel 1214-M
37*59
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TENSSIENT to let. lights. bath mcnamara. Tei 372-w city
55-57
Mrs. Jonn Brown.
Hunt
the iot conveyed by Oliver B Fales. et • furnace South Main street. W P
CHAIRS. Tables. 16-foot counter, and
Mrs Harriet Forsb’om and grand- Mr and Mrs Clarence Bowley and ;
^J>"
I BVRFEE. 43 Fart »■ TO 2W-W 56-58 showcase
lor sale JENNIE C TIBBETTS.
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17
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------were guests Sunday of hcr daughter for a few days of Mr. and Mrs
10 l9ls Reference is made to a suntv 276-m______________________ M-37 100HOWARD
Tel. 7-14, Warren. CLAREN
Mrs Richard Wyllie and Mr Wyllie Luther A. Clark, at their home on al 0 H. Trtpp January 1916which
pasture to letsuitable for any kind spear
55-tf
1
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survey and marks thereof are made a ; of MockRunning water.
C. E GROT'
54-tf
I
FARMS
for eale. at the Meadows One
Mrs. Oscar H. Crie went Monday Main street.
part of this conveyance
ton. 138 Camden st. Tei 1214-M " '
with 40 acres, all storked and leadv to
(to Farmington where she will be
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Donaldson ve'yed^to*the above^nimlrt' mortgagor
HOUSE to let modern, centrally Io-j aork One with house and barn and 15
E
B
MacITlster
b,
deed
tS
’
b.
INO RAH AM. West
guest of Mrs Danville Doble for a motored Sunday to Bath where they I br _
heated: 4-room apartment on Camden Meadow Rd . City
recorded!
MRS
PRO6T.
Tel
318-W
53-tf;
few days, then go to Dead River to spent the day with his mother. Mrs
And wherea- «aid Mortgage was a-- strei't —**** e»ww.. ....
——, Cambridge tailoring co. cu«the remainder of the week wit
Thomas D-malAson It.mn tbeir re >kg»ed by the estd North National Ban’:
DESIRABIE apartment, six rooms and tom made suits, overcoat* *18 to *50.
spent the rema.nder Ot the week Wltr. inoma uonaiason. upon their re- l0 the Rockland National Bank a bath to let. reasonable rent. 104 North will
call__at your
your home or office. 400
_______
31-tf samples to select from. A per tec; ft*
her mother Mrs Mattie Campbel! turn they ware accompanied bv his National .banking corporation lo-strd at Main st. Tel 27-M
'
said Rockland, by written a.- .rument —
________
_
.
THREE room all modern furnished Ju*r*,‘t<'e<J., Tl’
H **' F°WIJX
Mrs. J Russell Davis was callee mother, who is visiting this week dated July l( 1931 and recorded in apartment
31*53-tf
to let V F STUDLEY Foss 3 Orange at. Rockland
Knox County Registry of Deeds. Book House Tel 330 or 1154.
HOUSE
for
sale,
good
location at 162
to Everett. Mass, by the death o. with her sister. Mrs. Ellen Jones.
iO^U
173 Page 458: and whereas, the condi
opposite J. No Main St. for Information see H A.
SECOND floor apartment o,
Mrs. Cora B Ulmer, funpral service
Paul Schneider of Glen Ridge tion of said Mortgage has beer, broken,
TOLMAN 56 Orace St
54*59
. w»w
now therefore, by reason of the breach „ Jameson store to let. ne DsUtrt
for whom will be held at 2 o'clock -ames Head, of Ridgewood. N J . and Of the condition thereof. I Edward C new heating plant, all new paint and
REAL opportunity to buy a home, for
... ____ _
,1...
r'aiiclas-. Walk., oil
_ _ .
Payson, tn mv capacity as Receiver of paper. C A HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut B small amount of money. Tel. 1293
this afternoon from tlie residence of Douglas., Walker all medical stu- ,he said Rockland National Bank and street. Tel. 966-J
49-tf
56*58
Mrs. Walter Connon West Meadow dents at Yale University, returned to
dyly_?u2ourlM?-tJ^eby cl,lm “
FOUR-ROOM apartment, furnished
OOOD dark loam for sale for nearer
road, a slater of the deceased.
New Haven, after being weekend
M,,ne' thto n™‘ sc tS^mj-j’
g#r**e “
wirLLJAMndANDERsoNUewltT*Me:Si'^
1636
J. Russell Davis, who has been ; guests of Mr. Walker's parents. Mr. ‘ c
**'
toward
c
payson
two
apartments
to
let
at
comer
of
1
R3>d____________________________ 58-58
TOWARD C PAYSON
Unlcr. and Orove Ste. MRS UCOLA
14 Horees for Mir. corn planters, maReceiver Rockland National B»nk
making rapid and gratifying recov- and Mrs Lee W. Walker.
54- T-60 ROSE 100 Union St.
43-tf nurc spreaders and harrows. C. M
Mr and Mrs Willis Stiles of Woodto
PUROEB
S Union. Tel., 6-4
56*58
ery from his recent eperation a.
TWO furnished apartment*
XMMMWMWnUII WMMMHTF
NOTICE OF FORECLOSt RE
I Call 793
_________ 53-tf
GROCERY wagon for sale Gdld Shaft
Knox Hospital is expected home to fords. visited Mrs. Stiles' mothcr
wwswslQ NAT-,o—weQg Q
Whereas. Emma F Orotton of Rock
TWO apartmenU of 4 and 5 rooms I
mg Button. BEN Pool E3
M*T »•**-**
W1’<>«
el
71
Mrs Martha M. Carter, and grand- land In the County of Knox and State *itb
day.
56*58
nath. heater garage and garder
Thomaston High School will plat mother. Mrs. R. J. McPhail over thc "f Maine, by her Mortgage Deed dated Inquire 12 Knox St. Tel. 156-W. 53-tf 1 PURE HONEY lor sale Nature', finest
sweet, by Parrel Post. 3 pounds 75c. 6
the twentieth day of Dec tnber 1929.
its third League baseball game with weekend.
MAY 11 . 16 -=pounds 41 45 O. A. TARR. Star Route.
Rockland_________________________ 54-62
Lincoln Academy at Newcastle. t)ii. j Mr antl Mrs Raymond MacLeod ' Sf“Deed>rdBo«k"22inOpa^,5it convened
L“8al Notice
STAR Ktneo range with gas attach
afternoon. The remainder of .jUie (motored to Attleboro. Mass. Friday U.
°<S^m«on‘ha®inJ litor‘it"onl
ment for sale Call 342-W
53-58
NIITICE OF FORECLOSURE
games in the Knox & Lincoln League v*sit ^Ls mother Mrs J
Brewer
aforrsald. a certain lot
or
— Ii at Rock'.and
.
w
Wherea. Izzle M
St Clair
of Union I
LIVE bait for Salmon fishermen. SO
at
far
as
psrcel
of
l
*
n<
’
’
»
t
'b,
th
ebulld:njtherere
“
^
,zz
‘
e
Knox
C
a
„u
state
o"
cent*
pint
H
H
CRIE
8c
CO.
326
Main
KELLOGG’S
will be according to this schedule: ,Bnd ^turned Saturday « far as . on. „tuBU m Rock! and an^a d .tv
Dr^ <1.£ thi 84. R&k.and - adv__________________
as follow*:
May 16 Thomaston at St. George;
Portland where they were described
ALL BRAN
.
.
.
at Line Invlllr Center, two-story
a point in the northerly line of Mare- j twenty-first day of September. 1932. and
—
In Knox County Registry of bmue with barn. 8 a^rcs of land, under
May 19. Camden at Thomaston; May quests of Mrs MacLeod's cousins. Mr rick Street which marks the we*terl? recorded
Deeds.
Book
231.
Page
600.
conveyed
to
good
cultivation 2-room camp with
HERSHEY’S
of CharlM Fales property and the
23. Vinalhaven at Thomaston; Mav and Mrs
Mrs- William Stevens, arriving line
J-a'iteEy
Ym^’of
| H“1^83and 1',**ton«lB»nR, a National fireplace, fine spring water: also a 63LB
__ _
* i___ __
* i
panterlv hv <i*id street alxtv fire feet banking corporation having it* loca- tcre woodlot. old growth, consisting of
BAKING CHOCOLATE
CAKES
26. Thomaston at Rockland; May 29 I home yesterday
yesterday.
thence at right anil** with Mayprlc : l,0“ ,**
t'nf apruce uak. etc These properties
of land they being her homo- must be~ sold within the next Co days.
Street to line of land of Llmerock Rail-1
"
The
Oarden
Club
wfl!
meet
Thurs
Lincoln Academy at Thomaston;
HERSHEY’S
i road Company; thence westerly by line
ed and described as follows, to wit executrix. Lincolnville Center. Me 56-61
FULL LB
June 2. St. George at Thomaston; day at 3 o'clock with Mr: Ella of said Company, to line of the Hask*,! bound
FIRST LOT A lot containing three — - ------- —--- —— ----- ;---------BREAKFAST COCOA
.
CAN
lot; thence southerly, by line of the acres,
with the buildings thereon, on _FOUB week a old plga for sale also
Eunn.
June 6 Thomaston at Camden.
Haskell lot to place of beginning
the
South side of the road leading from
p ?ntf,J3c_,a.rh„,Tri
Also
another
certain
lot
or
parcel
c
‘
Miss
Doris
Heald
announces
the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alton
Collier,
of
East
Davis corner to the Calvin Boggs place
place, 3337
COLONIAL
i.nH
nn the nAr»h.ri.
Davla
»7 <Old County Rd . F. A. KIMBALL^
M?!
1
.rrek
«in^.r
?n
t
ui<|
n
R!2-kU
1
nri
front'
fvneed
In
by
a
stone
wall
and
bounded
____
LGE
Haddam. Conn. were weekend guests first of three recitals of dance pupils,
CrlCK Street in nAIu ivocklsriu. front* .
raF T)ii**AV*f4*alH
thea* atr1*aa
ss a
MOLASSES BEST FOR COOKING 1
Look for the NATI0N-W5DE
CAN
lnz twenty feet on said street and <■«- •’Y.l»nd of Butterfield cn,three sldea. g.i FOOT allent salesman show case
to be given at Watts halt May 22 at tending back to land of Llmerock Rail- . ,nd Mte“dln8 w ,he middle of aald wlu> ba5e and gi,*, .helves, 1 large
ot Mr. and Mrs George Frisbee.
vcno.ng oazs VO moo O. O . ccovw
| ro(M)
______
j radiator. CRIES GIFT SHOP.
49*57
Emblem. It i* your guarantee
CU1 P.IIE
Mrs. Leslie Copeland, of South 8 15. Pupils from Thomaston. Rock
SECOND LOT A lot on the North side
MODERN seven room house and
d.„h
ds
of «'d road, bounded as follows, to wit
Warren, spent the weekend with her land. Camden and Union will be »oM "to* Jaime* a Rollins by Char
of DEPENDABLE FOODS at
WAX PAPER ....
Beginning ln the middle of said road, garage. Lot 63x80 feet Excellent locaPKGS
Fales ln April. 1928
at the Easterly line of Butterfield: *,on; *l 19 Franklin street. Tel. IJb-R
mother. Mrs. Ida Smith. North featured
Being the same premises conveyed b thence Northerly by said Butterfield, as for Information.__________________ 47 tf
RIGHT PRICES.
DUNHAM'S
James A Rollins to this mortgagor h the wall runs to the Northwest corner "SEVERAL lots of pressed h»y and
Cushing.
bock
nave 79 °* K' 'tri'
d thc pasture; thence N 19 degrees W
f^'7B:e'7 Del' ln 'truck"loads or” at
James A. Levensaler
SHREDDED COCOANUT . 2^? 19c
Mr. and Mrs Edward L. Risteen and
Also ano^r certain lot or parcel ot 39 rodB' ” 1,n!? ,n 'll* 7.°°?" *" 1
barn J- l' BRYANT. Tel. 419 Thorndike
.....P;
re
.„°
:
,
and
atones;
thence
N
88
degree.
;
E
26
M
,
45.57
Funeral services for James A. Lcv- land with ,*f
their son and daughter-in-law. Mr.
the buildings thereon, situ rods to a stake and .tones on line of
------ ..-.cr;:----QUAKER—WHOLE WHEA1 BISCUITS
OLORIOUS
Olads and---Dahlias. Gladlat Olen Cove, ln the town of Rock- ri.rduer thence Southeasterly hv said
-----------------------------and Mrs. Earl Risteen motored Sun cnsalcr. 65. who died suddenly. .ln ated
port and said County, on the southerly £*™“*z
L? he'*
Tc Bogga 1 «1U». large corms mixed. 50 for »I.
KAI ICCCTC ASX ABOUT BABE RUTH’S
PKGS
day to Skowhegan where they spent Boston Thursday, were conduced bv I side Of Warrenton Street, bounded and °8™n*rb “to the rnldSi Oladlolus stnallrr corms mixed. 100 for
MUrrt I o
baseball Gins
. T\'f,
'
.
— .
.
.
SI
fYnLlln.
MP. I
it
W...S
Inkvnl.J
VC FesW
u follows, to wit: BEGINNING af y,, ro'»d
__ __________
to the place
_ __of beginning
____
_
SI.
Dahlia*,
mixed,
not
labeled.
15
for
the day with another son George Rev. Peter B Franklin of St. John\s described
at a stak° ln the aoutherl\ line of -'ikl
TUrRl) LOT:
i/yr Beginning
Beirinnlnc In the middle
mlddL ’• SI Dahlias labeled. 5 with 1 unlabeled.
THIRD
RED CROSS—FANCY. SOLID PACK
81 Price list >enton request
MRS.
Church. Sunday at the Cushing •treat. 114*. feet easterly from tb- corn- ‘"J. Aaclink fromT Emt Union to . for
Risteen and Mrs. Risteen
er of land now or fcrmcr’y owned bv wXn 7t the Northedy line of Bla- A. I PERRY.Willow Brook Gardens.
TOMATOES 2 c?« 19c - lgcann° 1
It ®1 g G2 de;,ree« E 28 rodn Hope Maine Route 105. Tel 11-4 46’65
Mrs. Eliza Carlton of Cambridge, j Funeral Home. Mr. Levensaler was Benjamin H Hall; thence easterly along
the southerly line of ..id
Warrenton^lu,‘t"n“f the reJPTT. .t3.^Sd ™--------------------------------born in this town March 9. 1371. son ' g,*reet. 100 feet to land of Merton L
„
,
.
DRY hard fitted and Junk wood,
Mass
and
her
brother.
Alfred
W
- .ORANGE PEKOE
NATION-WIDE
FORMOSA OOLONG
•tones; thenre Northwesterly
as the wall under cover, for sale W. L OXTON. West
Levensaler, of Concord. N. H. who Of Atwood and Henrietta <Cushing’ Taylor; thence southerly by land of 2JC"
FREE RUNNINC
B to stake and stones; thence Wester- Rockport Tel. Camden SOU
43-tf
,
,
j -i.
. , ea'd Taylor. 108’^ feet to land of Hattie . as
, the wall runs to the middle of the
'/i LB PKG 31c
—- ------- - ----------- --—
TEA a
■
Vi LB PXC 27c
thence wc-t. rly by
of ij last named road; thence Southerly In ,OR.E?-<
accompanied the body of their Levensaler. He attended the schools I r. ,.Gregory;
2 LB
_
a land
»
U**
1
,
£?
r
‘
w
°
od
f°
r
Gregory. 61 fert to land of said ,
. )B(, ,o ,be place of beginning
5 H P Bull Dog engine with hoist2 BOXES
C
brother James A. Levensaler. from here and was graduated from Bow •ald
Oregory;
--------- thence northerly by land of
FOURTH IOT a lot lying on the mg winch and drum We repair refrlgcr*IHE FASTEST SELLING GELATIN IN THE WORLD
said
Oregory
111
feet
to
the
place
of
Wr
t
side
of
the
middle
of
the
la*t
tor*
Now Is the time to get them In
doin
College
in
thc
class
of
1894
Boston, Saturday, returned to their _
ICI I
Lliten to Jack Benny E«ry Sunday f 7.00 P.M
, .
i beginning, containing two-tenths of au named road, being all the land on that "^ape. Call 792. Haveners Ice Co., for
JlLL-O
SIX delicious flavors
homes yesterdaj’ after being guests, Twenty-two years ago he left this acre, more or less
service.
___________________________53-tf
«”de of the road which formerly be
Being
the samebypremises
longed to the Estate of Sarah T Collins,
BEST dry hard wood under cover;
of Mr. and Mrs, Stanley R. Cushing. town
town and
aim vrn
vcni‘ tn
io Washinolrai
wa-sinngion. n
u r
c. . {hlB
mortgagor
deed ofeonvevrd
Hattie to
E. excepting
the lots occupied by John Bis fitted. 19; Junk*. |9. soft wood and
recorded Knox Registry book bee and Ulysses Wlncapaw.
Mrs Lilia Ames, who lias been where lie spent a year then came to I Oregory
slab*. 87; kindlings. T J. CARROLL.
207. page 63
FITTH LOT A lot bounded a* fol R F. D. Thomaston, Tel. 263-21 Rock
Also another certain lot or parcel of lows: Beginning at the Intersection of land
spending a few days with Mr and Boston where he attendee a business
53-tf
land, situate m the village of Oleu Cove
middle of the two above named
Mrs,. Albert Ames, in South Wind school and for the past 12 years had In naid Rockport boundrd and d< erlbed the
FINE modern cottage on Georges River
rond thence Northerly in the last
follow, BEGINNING nt the norther described
________ road.
__ ___
__ to a stone wall:
Wallaton. 11 acre*, fine bathing. 4
23 rod*
ham has returned to the home of been employed as an accountant for as
ly corner of a lot of land conveyed bv thence Easteriy M”the~ waii~ruiw "is S*?™""*- Pr,ce. r,Kht A c Hocking
the George G. Bean Co.
Miss
Leila
M.
Clark.
Hattie E Gregory to aald Emma F rod*, thence Southerly a* the wall run*. Tel. 21-3 Tenants Harbor 56-31.
53-tf
Some Every-Day Low Prices
February 19 1 925 and recorded to the middle of the first described road.
GOOD VALUES! RO6S V. PLOW. Used
He wa.; a member of Orient Lodge. Orotton.
Mrs. Mary Bishop anti daughter.
ln book 207. page 63; thence south thence Westerly In said road to the one winter, good a* new. Price very
along the land aa thereby con place of beginning, excepting the school reasonable, or will trade for cow. horsca,
Miss Martha Eishop. and Miss Fran J’.A M.. and of Henry Knox Chapter. westerly
veyed. Ill feet to a corner: thence nouee lot of District No. 8.
TOMATO SOUP CAMPBELL’S 2 CANS 1 5c
, Oj* automobile.
24'/z POUND
R A M. of this town.
south-easterly
by said lot. 61 feet to a
ces
Hahn,
returned
to
Malden.
All five lot* containing 41 acre*, more
HELEN G. BOWES property In
BAG
corner at land of Merton F Taylor; or lc s. excepting a small three cornered Washington village; eight-room house,
He
is
survived
by
his
mother.
Mrs.
Mass. Sunday after being weekend
thence
south-westerly
by
land
ol
aald
piece
sold
to
Ulysses
Wlncapaw.
be*
,
three
acres
land, fine stable. Ice house,
CHICKEN SOUP CAMPBELLS . can 10c
Taylor 183 2 feet, more or less, to land cnnlng at the fcr W corner land of j.creened porch near Orammar nnd High
guests of Miss Hahn's father, Roland Henrietta C. Levensaler. of this town ' I of
Rose E Barrow,; thence northweater- John Bisbee. 8outh 38 degrees West. 28 Schools. Worth your while to lnvesttonc sister. Mrs. Eliza Cariton of ly by land of raid Barrow-. 19.8 feet to degrees Northeyterly, 37 feet to the gatP Small down payment, mortgage for
Hahn.
raisshrlrton Ui« ..tri „
*, I l“nd ot Hattie Gregory: thence north- plu^ of beginning
balance.
OTHER VARIETIES CAMPBELL’S a CAN 9c
Harold S. Higgins of Jonesport. a Cambridge. Mass., and a brother. Al- | PS<teriy bv land of Hattie E. Oregory.
Also reserving and excepting from the
THE CYRENE DAOGETT property In
8 rc<‘t' morc or lcM 10 the Pl4C<’ ot Jboye a certain Reid situated on the, Union. Oood buildings, nice field, pasteacher at Old Orchard High School fred W Levensaler. of Concord ' N H . 295
beginning, containing 8773 equate feet, Edsterlv side of the road leading from tured. well watered, will graze 12 cows
Q
was guest of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard The bearers were: Rodney E Fcvler. more or i<ws.
East Union Village to Warren, sold and or hone, May to November Small down
QUAKER OATS . L «§E 20c - REG
SIZE yc
FYank D. Eliiot and Clarence Rob-! tb^K'M^^X'T^roS conveyed to W. George Payson by deed payment, mortgage for balance,
Libbey. for the weekend.
dated May 12th. 192<.
BJt
THE LEVI T MARR place at Ra.»rAnd whereas, the condition of said vme store and house connected. SltuR
£n°’
NATION-WIDE
The Board of Trade meets in St. inson Burial was in the Thomaston
Mortgage nas been broken, now there- Rted on State nld road. Ideal place for
JELL-O
SIX
DELICIOUS
FLAVORS
.
3
PKGS
19c
An’d wherea*. said Mortgage wa* a»- fore-ii*?y rS?*00* •»°r thc ’ summer buatncH
(8 Ox Pits )
John’s parish hall Wednesday night. Cemetery.
Will sell with or
....
' signed by the naid North Na*.
condition thereof. L Edward C.
Payson without farm, situated le . than mile
.
j
to
the Rockland National Bank, a « W
Supper
will
be
served
at
C
30
by
mem

AND
as
.
Receiver
of
the
said
sway
Small
down
payment, niort^a'je
Tin8 10c
Mrs. Lizzie A. Moore
National bank:ng corporation located at Rockland National Bank, and hereto for balance
COCOA BAKER’S ■
■
■
■
bers of the Woman's Auxiliary of the
_
,
, said Rockland, bv written assignment duly authorized, hereby claim a foreHAROLD B KALER
Funeral services for Mrs. Lizzie A. ’ dited July 18 1931. and recorded lr. closure of said Mortgage.
Washington. Me
Church. Rev. H. I. Holt, pastor of wirinw
nf noMrcrcx a
.. , Knox County Registry of Deeds. Book
Dati-d »t Rockland. Maine, this
Tel. Washington. Ring one
WKiOW
Of
George
A.
Moore
5*
ho
d.ecl
173
Page
457;
and
Whereas,
the
condlPKG
9
c
PUFFED
WHEAT
.
.
.
.
the
Congregational
Church
in
War

twenty-seventh
dav
of
April,
1936
BO1H
55*57
EDWARD
C
PAYSON
suddeilly
Thursday
at
the
home
of
t,on
of
"
a,d
Mortgage
ha*
been
broken.
FOR
ren. will be the speaker for the eve __
„
,
now therefore, by reason of the breach
Receiver of thc Rockland National
*******•**•**•**•*••■*«■*••*•*••*••■*••*•• **
ning and will use for Ills subject Are Mrs Sarah Foster, were held at thc of the condition thereof. 1 Edward Bank.
PUFFED RICE............................. PKG 11c
51-T-57
Methodist Church Sunday with R.-y i £ t«j
|
We Anglo-Saxons?”
hereto duly authorized hereby claim a
Mr. and Mrs. William Cullen of Hubert F. Leach officiating Mrs. foreclosure of said Mo t.ige.
CORN FLAKES kelloggs . 2 PKGS 1 5C
Moore
was
born
in
this
town
Oct.
Dated at Rockland. Mnlne. thl* first
■ - '<•
Lewiston, were weekend guests of Mr
Sunshine
day of May. 1935
21,
1855.
daughter
of
Eibridge
and
SIX-ROOM cottage for sale, or to let
EDW PD C. PAYSON
Cullen's sister Miss Mary B. Cullen at
for season Cooper's Beach, Owl- Head,
Receiver Rockland Ngt- »1 Bank
MINUTE TAPIOCA .
.
. PKG 12c
Lucinda (Stahl* Burton, and had re
llrcplaee. light-, water. Fine view of
her home on Main street.
M-T-C0
Camden Mt- Penobscot bay. 55 Masonic
sided
here
for
the
past
40
years.
She
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mclnnes re
1 treet Tel 178-R
57-59
CAN 8c
OLD DUTCH CLEANSER
.
COTTAGE to let. season or year round.
turned to Milton. Mass. Saturday was a member of Orace Chapter.
6 rooms furnished, modern Improve
____Vii.jlb. ICJ f
dainty cneam-jilieduKicu
after spending a week here while OES, Mayflower Temple. Pythian
ments. eellar. gsruge MH1- RICHARD
Sisters
and
the
Methodist
Church.
DYER. Crescent Beach, Owls Head. Tel.
CAN
9c
getting their home on Beechwoods
SPAGHETTI FRANCO-AMERICAN
.
425-2.
52-57
Surviving
are
three
nieces,
Mrs
street ready for the summer.
Rita
Snow
of
Rockland:
Mrs.
Bertha
IL pica.
Orrin Creamer, who passed two
LUX
k°G 22c
-=2 PKGS 1 9c
weeks at his home at the West End Storer of Warren; and Miss Helen t
Sludley of this town; and two
left Saturday for Perth Amboy, N. J.
MRS.
nephews. Earl Storer of Rockland. !
with ntuk
LUX rs%LAV
....
4 BARS 25c
and Walter Studley of this town. I
HOME-MAKER
LADIES— Reliable hair goods »t Rock
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Matl order*
Listen to Merjorie Mills on Station WEEI 1.30 Mon. - Wed. - Fri. for Special Milco-Malt Announcement
The bearers were: Anson Pryor and I
Its thc best place to find
solicited H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
unusual bargains . . , and
53-tf
Charles M. Starrett, members of [
the best place to dispose
LAWN mowers sharpened—called for
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
Mayflower Temple, nnd William
and delivered. Prompt service. CRIE
of unwanted things.
HARDWARE CO. Tel 791 Rockland.
Hastings and Charles Knights of
_________________________________ 45-tf
sI
BE ON HAND
57A’53 Grace Chapter. Burial was in the (
POULTRY wanted. I. POUST, 13a
Thomaston Cemetery,
Llmerock etrett. Rockland. Tel. 377-W
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wooc. as Arithmetic. Archie was im
pressed and before he was aware of
With Entertainment Put On it had promised not to neglect hls
homework and toys any more. The
By Warren's Elementary Spirit c! Happiness, heard, and with
dn’nt; wand came ln to bless him,
School Children
tt*,,’ pan being taken by Beverly
Glover hall was filled to Its utmost Cogan very dainty in her costume,
capacity Friday night when the four
Junior Harmony Club held a spe
Local society circles learn with
The operetta was half finished
elementary schools of the village put
much interest of tlie recent marriage cial meeting Saturday night with the
on their musical entertainment when all thc lights in thc hall went
of Dr. William Sharpe of New York counselor. Plans were completed for
under the supervision of the music out and stayed out, due to a fuse be
and Gwendolyn Wolfe Rochester of transportation to Bangor for those
teacher, Mrs. Marion Marsh Clark ing burned out in a Central Maine
attending
Maine
Federation
of
Music
Arlington, Vt. Dr. Sharpe Is one
of Rockport, assisted by the teachers, transformer which had been struck
of New York City's foremost surgeons Clubs Saturday, May 16. Dudley
Mrs. Florence Davis, Miss M. Shirley by lightning during the heavy shower
and for a number of years has had a Harvie was chosen to represent
Castner, Mrs. Ethel Griffin, and Mrs. which had been in progress during
summer home at Battery Beach on Junior Harmony Club at the Junior
the entire show. Nineteen children
Inez Mathews,
the Owl's Head shore. Mrs. Sharpe Day program and will render a trumwere In formation on thc stage and
a,.stcen
pxiplls
of
th,?
grammar
is a daughter of the late Mrs. J. M. i pet solo "Maid of the Mist," Polka by
school put on a marionette show in the midst of a song. A reassuring
Baldrige and has a summer home at I Herbert Clark.
First showing in this city of an interesting
which was most amusing to the audi word ‘Children, keep your places'
Warrenton Park, and has attained
comedy-drama,
ence, singing and tapping out two spoke toy their teacher, Mrs. Ethel
Nelson Rokes from University of
much prominence and popularity ln
selections, accompanied toy Mrs. Griffin, kept the children from being
Maine visited his home in this city
society circles.
Glark. Girls who took part included, panicy. Matches were lighted, and
Sunday.
Virginia Starrett Gertrude Lampinen, flashlights rounded up in thc crowd
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Sleeper are
Mary
Dobbins, Charlotte Moore, witli several volunteering to hold the
Mr and Mrs. Sherman Daniels of
in Boston for a few days. They
Evelyn Smith, Elsie Yattaw, Verna flashlights upon the children while
were accompanied there toy thetr Bangor visited relatives here Sunday.
produced by Oldsmobile under the supervision
Robinson, Ruby Starrett, Elizabeth tlie entertainment was being finished.
grandson. Jimmy Jordan, returning
of
Hollywood
directors
Oxton, Irene Simmons. Ruth Star C,i's was done, thc children calmly
Mrs.
Sadie
Leach
and
Miss
Caro

to Belmont, after a week's visit with
rett, Marte Marr, Dorothy Marr, going on as though nothing w®s
line Jameson are planning another
them.
Katheryn Maxey, Jeannette Over- happening, vith the heaviest showei
European trip for the coming sum
Educational feature picture on the
in several years going on outside
lock, and Christine Jones.
Unlversalist Mission Circle will mer, with a view to touring Great
vitalI problem of safety
Next in order of appearance was No one forgot hls lines or faltered otr
meet Wednesday at Crescent Beach Britain, Norway, Sweden and per
the circus, put on by the combined .
scared apparently. There was
cottage with Mrs. Lillian McRae. haps other countries.
pupils of Hinckley Corner Primary some slight confusion however, with
Luncheon will be served at 1 with
school and Malcolm Corner Primary anxious mothers going forward to
Mrs. McRae. Mrs DavldTalbot, Mrs
The Woman's Auxiliary of St.
school, and including circus band, the front of the hall to find their
W. R. Stewart, Mrs. Ambrose Mills Peter's Church will meet ln thc Un
animals, acrctoats. and parade. chi.dren, who while not being ln the
and Miss Josephine Thorndike acting dercroft Thursday at 7.30
showing
what
Oldsmobile
is
doing
in
the
Robert Wyllie, 7, a member of the c|)eretta were still seated in front
as hostesses. Roll call will be based
The Maine Federation of Music
second grade, was master of cere seats, .where they had gone after
interests of safer motoring
on 'Trace." Religious current events
monies ln dress suit and top hat. thetr own acts. One could not help
will toe presented by Mrs. Eva Pease, Clubs convention will be held in
James Nlckles was seen as the bal- j but feel proud of the ehildreh in toeand Mrs. Irene Walker will give a Bangor Thursday. Friday and Satloon man, followed by an excited ln3 so calm at the tunc. Flashlights
paper on the Antwerp Cathedral. I urday, Schumann Club acting as
group of children who bought thc were held upon them perhaps for 1(
Miss Mary Bird will be soloist. A I hostess. Headquarters are at tlie
balloons. Varnum Nlckles appeared minutes before the lights came or
feature of the meeting will be the Bangor House, where enrollment of
as the Italian hand organ man, the again.
annual missionary box shower. All delegates, members and guests takes
Russell Smith and Georges Robin
monkey accompanying him proving
members desiring transportation are : Place at 2. followed at 230 by the
to be Warren Philbrook. all dressed son acted as 'props' and helped mucl
asked to be at the church at 12:30
opening of the convention,
up in red and small red hat in which with the stage arrangements. /
sharp.
I Of special interest to local readers is
! the senior concert, to which there is
he
collected the pennies from thc great hand was given Mrs. Clark anc
THURSDAY, MAY 14—7.30 P. M.
the Individual teachers ln thc pre
children.
Mr. and Mrs R. L. Jones and Ken- ' no admission fee. Miss Lotte McADMISSION FREE in the showrooms of
• • • •
I sentation of the very entertainin'!
ncth H. Morgan wer- dinner guests ’ Laughlin will represent Rubinstein
Tight rope walkers appeared with musical program.
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. H. O I Club at this concert, held in All Souls
gay
Japanese parasols, with Lois, and i The music supervisor and eaci
Heistad, Amesbury Heights. Rock- ! Church at 815.
Mary Norwood, Lillian Durrell and teacher render thanks to parents
port, Mrs. Jones being guest of honor '
-------WINTER STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME. Martha Griffin in fluffy pastel cos- and others who co-operated in th
tor Mother's Day.
1 Dr Donald Haskell, chiropractor,
tumes; then the dancing girls were making of costumes.
_____
who has opened an office at Waldoseen,
with Jill Cogan Joyce Butler.
THI Club met with picnic bi^pcr, boro, spent 8unday at hls Rockland
Beth
Rcbinson,
and Pauline Ander
Marjorie,
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Keith,
young
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
and an even.ng of caTds Monday with ‘ home
GLEN COVE
son stepping out in lively formation.
Clyde
Robinson
celebrated
her
10th
Lloyd
Daniels,
gave
a
birthday
partyMrs. E. C Boody at Crescent Beach.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Benner and birthday Saturday by entertaining at his home on Talbot avenue Mon- Allen Erickson as ‘he strong man.
Ephraim Fartlett and brother o
daughter
Lots and Mrs. L. W. Benner Inends at her home on Camden | day aiternoon, celebrating his fourth had an unusal display of bi-ceps. The Rockport have been employed or
Mrs. H. I. Hix and daughter, Mrs.
hobby horse riders included, Harvel masonry for Herbert Waldron.
Emily Faber, and the latter's two of Augusta were in thc city for street. Present were Dorothy Bisbee anniversary. It was a real “boys'
and Emerson Crockett, Earl Pease.
Mother's
Day.
Barbara
Mealey.
Doris
Gray,
Ruth
party,"
his
guests
including
Neil
Fogg.
Mason Merrill who has been work
daughters of Peoria. III. are to make
and Raymond Chatfield. The clowns jng on road construction in Rockport
Carter.
Fred
Wlttie.
John
Brann
David
Scarlott,
Bruce
Stratton
and
an European tour thc coming sum
The Mission Circle of thc Unlver Mary Donohue. Eleanor Porter Mari- Richaid Senter. A birthday cake put on a funny sho;.’, their costum- bas employment on the Cnmdei
mer. leaving ln July.
salist Church meets Wednesday with lyn Cates. Barbara Robinson. Ices bearing four candles and other re Ing especially good. They were seen Mountain project where hls know
Mrs. Lillian McRae at Crescent candy and a large birthday cake were freshments were served.
In handsprings, somersaults, and ledge of forestry is in service.
Mrs. Charles C. Wotton gave a 5
Beach.
balancing acts, the parts played, by
H. N. Brazier and C. E. Gregor
served.
Marjorie
received
many
nice
1
-------o'clock tea Sunday nonoring Miss
Willis Berry. Ruth Pease, Flora Sim- attended Limerock Valley Pomon
gifts.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lee
Seguin
of
Bloom

Clara Campbell, it being Mrs. Camp
Mr and Mrs Elmer Witham had
field, N. J., spent thc weekend as mons, Harold Pease Jr., Vaughan I Qj-ange last Saturday at Pleasan
bell's 79th birthday anniversary. as Sunday guests Mr. and Mrs HarBlethcn
of
guests of Mrs. Seguin's parents, Mr- Philbrook.. Herbert Moon, and Earl valley. The lecturer, Miss Rosamon
Mr and Mrs. Evcrc'.:
While Inspecting a beautiful birthday old Cheney and Mr. rnd Mrs Fred
Moore Jr.
, Graham, was unable to attend, Mr
home
after
and
Mrs. Lester Plummer.
Frankfort
have
returned
cake "Aunt Clara" was fairly over- Cllcney of Bowdoinham.
The animals, with costumes so i Lucia Hopkins, past lecturer t
-■
a visit in New York. They were
come with surprise when these guests
• __ __
Chapin Class meets tonight with cleverly made were chphanU^Eugcne Inany terni, gening ln her steal
stepped from another room—Miss , Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary guests there of Mr. Bkthen's sister.
Peabody and Elma Moon; tlie tiger, i Kenneth F. Lee of the State Publicit
Annie Flint. Mrs M E. Wotton. Mrs ; will hold a meeting Wednesday night Mrs. Kathleen Simmons; also of Mrs. David Talbot.
Joyce
Halligan; the monkeys, Adel- Department could lot be presen!
Harry Flint, Mrs. Walter Butler and j Six o'clock supper will be conducted I friends In Peekskill.
_____
bert Norwood and Warren Philbrook; but despite emissions, thc prograt
Miss Beatrix Flipt. 'Happy birth- I by Mrs. Myra Watts, with Mrs.
------j The Rubinstein Club and Junior
the zebra. Edna Lehto; thc kangaroo, was well rounded with helpful nun,
day!" sounded through the house ' Maude Mather. Olive Carnes and ' Mrs. H. Nelson McDougall. Mrs ! Harmony Club will be well represen’.lOUie Cogan; tlie animal trainer, bers and snappy talks on subjects (
Thc table was lovely in Its appoint Ada Robbins as co-workers.
Marcus Chandler and Mrs. Merrill ' cd at the annual convention of the
Merrill Fiske; the xowboy trainer. the day. Past State Master Obadia
ments. blue and yellow decorations
Hay will figure prominently next j Maine Federation of Music Clubs Vernon Ranquist.
Gardner was granted hls usui
The Woman s Foreign Missionary Sa^urday ln the tea
be given ln whlch uk€s pi^e in Bangor the last
being used.
Society of the M. E. Church will meet Portland for tlie numbers of the three days of this week. The hostess
poteen boys with red caps und hearty welcome. Thc host Gran(
Owl's Head town hall was thc scene | Tuesday evening at O AR. hall at 8
Qj. Am(,rican Revolution and all club will be the Schumann Club capes’composed the band, with Har- : servcd suPPer and thc fifth degr<
— Stanley will act
. --as hostess i members Qt the Daughters of
i
was conferred on several candidate
of a happy gathering Saturday eve- i, -to..,
Thelma
the Mrs. Alfred Morris Perry, president
Mank directing the selection.
Miss Lotte McLaughlin, dramatic
*clown.. and Jay Brae€y -The Plans were made to go to Vlnalhave
nlng. given in honor of Mr. and Mrs i »lth program ln charge of Miss Eva Amcrjcan Revolution.
Fred Cheney. The guests included , Rogers and Mrs. Shirley Rollins. Each
_____
soprano, honorary member of thc wud Rider and mduded Charles in Jur‘e'________________________
mainly the Dyer. Witham and Rack- , member is asked to be prepared to(
give a short current event pertaining! A remarkable double feature talk- Rubinstein Club, will be heard in the overi<x;k jr„ Frank Overlock. Jay -----------------------------------------------senior clubs concert Friday night. i Bracey, Ralph Perry, Ernest Perry.
liffc families, thc affair was under to the topic, which is "Peace."
I,n* ^turc show' thc
lowing
thc direction of Mrs Effie Dyer. Mr.
representing
that club. Junior Day Harry Laiho Alfred Wilson, Edward j
_____
1 of “The Frame-Up” and the vital
and Mrs Ernest Ginn, and Captaip
Water ‘and Drain Pipes
comes
Saturday,
with morning and yjaXcy, Burleigh Mank Jr., Floyd
problem
picture
"Safe
nnd
Sound
”
A church social arranged by OpBert Height who were guests of Mr.
afternoon
sessions,
luncheon
at
12:50.
Mank
Harlow
Mank
Joseph
ChapRenewed
i portunlty Class will be held Thursday will be presented Thursday night at
and Mrs. Bert Witham attended, as
-----------------man. William Gibbs Jr., Carroll Cesspools and Septic Tanks
at 7.30 at thc First Baptist Church. 7 30 at Fireproof Garage, admission
well as Mrs. Belle Allen and Mrs. |
THF. NEW LITTLE GIRL
Martin. Arthur Adams.
free. As an additional attraction the
Cellars Repaired, White
lizzie Babb of South Thomaston.
The parade was the finale to the
Mrs. J. W. McGarry (Madeline famous
travel picture "Burton
washed
Cards and dancing rounded out the Stover) and daughters Joan and [ Holmes in Ethiopia" wil! be presentA female child approached me not, circus every part of which was ex- ,
Cement Work
evening, there being a bounteous sup Muriel of Staten Island, N. Y„ and j ed, timely, interesting and informa- long ago on the street. An air of | cellent, tooth as to costumes and ,
ply of sandwiches, cakes and coffee. Mrs T H Newcomb (Muriel Stover* tlvc.
Fine seating arrangements refinement and good breeding at- acting and which brought several
The endurance dance was won by and
Teddy of Brjckton. Mass. have been prepared at the g3ragc tended her, I paused and pleasantly encores.
TEL. 1187-R,
ROCKLAND, ME
"Naomi and Jo" with “Hattie" and arrived last night to be guests of and everybody is welcome.
observed her.
Girls of thc Malcolm Corner
Stf
"Clayton" as close seconds. Mr. and tliclr father. H. II. Stover for a few
"Hello, grandpa!" exclaimed the school combined in a costumed
Mrs Cheney ware presented with a days.
Dr. and Mrs. O. R. Lawry, with child. "Has anybody seen our cat?" grandmother pantomime, with Miss,
braided rug from their grandmother
I made no reply.
Madeleine Haskell, the reader. Those
their daughter Min Dorothy, have re
WED.-THURS.
Mrs Belle Allen and a purse of
Miss Lotte McLaughlin who is a turned from a leisurely motor trip to
"Speak up," said the child, “if you who took part and looked so very,
money from tlie assembled guests.
guest at thc Lafayette Hotel. Port Philadelphia. They made stops in don't hnppen to have amputated your very old in their waists, skirts, kerLOVE LETTER oi
land for a few days, will sing in Ban Cambridge and Dedham. Mass., a twi voice. I've lost kind of a tall cat. chief and aprons were Aili Lampinen
Israel Snow Jr. and Charles Moul gor the latter part of the week and days'sUy in iNew York, going thence I done off in a tortoiseshell finish. Faye Martin, Betty Moore. Ethel
ton motored to lynn for the week at Kent’s Hill next Sunday.
to Pennsylvania where they visited Her feet don't track, but she's sound Wiley, Jeannette Perry, Barbara
end. where they were guests at Mr.
their son, Oram. Jr., at the University and kind, city broke, stands without Perry, Bernys Overlock. Margaret
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Emery en of Pennsylvania (medical). In thc .hitching and answers to the name of starrett Dorothy Beane, and Patrice
Moulton's home. They enjoyed a
tertained Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Calla- latter city they found mid-summer Laura Jean Libbey. Where is she?" Martin.
side trip to Boston Sunday.
------|han and daughter Beulah of Bangor weather with azaleas, magnolias and
"Young woman," said I. "I am not
MLss Ruth Starrett In costume .
Almon Cooper Jr. was home from 1 Sunday. At thc Mother's Day dinner rhododendrons growing in profusion. aware that I have the honor of your favored with a lively, toe stlrrtac i
| were also present Mr. and Mrs Prcs- They were at Sargent School. Boston, acquaintance."
Orono for Mother's Day.
tap and was recalled.
------| ton and fiye children of Orrington where their daughter, Miss Mary
• • • •
“Don't let that cause you any in
The final number on tlie program'
At the W C.TU. meeting last week ! and Mr. and Mrs. Richard Emery.
Lawry, is a student, and where prep somnia, grandpa." said tbe female
a Mother's Day program was pre
arations were In progress for n Senior child. "I'm not trying to make a hit was thc tuneful and effective aperet- '
Opportunity Class met Tliursday Prom. They arrived home Saturday. with you. Either you've seen my cat la. "The Magic Dream" by pupils of'
sented Friday afternoon at the Con
gregational vestry. The party was evening with Mrs Hattie Blckmore.
or you haven’t. If you haven't, we ll the Intermediate school. Wayne I
given for mothers and children of There were 29 members and one
A public beano party will te given part in a friendly way, with no Starrett took thc part of Archie, the'
pre-school age. Mrs. Clara Emery guest present. Mrs. Edith Curtiss Tuesday evening at G A R. hall at 8 clothes torn. If you have, I'd like buy who neglected hls studies and ’
talked on Temperance, Purity and was admitted to membership. Last o'clock by Ruth Mayhew Tent, under you to produce, dig up and relin-Hays and who was too sleepy to play J
Reverence. There followed a service month 53 calls were made. nils the direction of Mrs. May Cross. The quish the cat. Is it a go? Is there with his sister Jane, part taken by
Priscilla Hastings. Archie went to |
for white ribbon recruits, Mrs. Emery class is to hold a social at thc First money raised will go toward conven anything doing in the feline way?”
"No,"' said I.
, sleep and lo, hls toy clowns and tin [
being assisted by Mrs. Lillian Joyce. Baptist Church Tliursday evening to tion expenses of the daughters.
"Then so long." said the female soldiers, to say nothing of his homeWhite ribbons were tied on the arms i which all the congregation are inof 11 children—Alice Perry, Chester j vited. Mrs. Maud Grant and Mrs.
1 wort: of reading, spelling and arith- J
MLss Rose Whitmore was home child.
and
Lawrence Mason,
Chester! Nina Marshall are to serve on the Sunday from University of Maine.
This. sir. I presume is the result' metlc came to life and reproached
of our system of cducati mal and I him in drills, songs and words for his I
Pendleton, Lena Frances Ward, Pa- j calling committee this month. A
tricla Ann Bisbee. Joan Mank. Judith I pleasing program was given under
Credit fcr seeing the highest num home training, allowing children to neglect. The tin soldiers were in 1
Film lull ol tbnlls and Uught with
and Joan Spiller. Arthur Perry and the direction of Mrs. Laura Mank bered Maine motor car evidently be develop along the lines of least re- j white with white caps, and red and
LEWIS
POLAND
biue neckties, and ncluded, Phyllis
Marion Tracy. Hostesses were Mrs. and Mrs Lillian Sylvester. It con longs to Ephraim Gordon who espied slstance.—Syracuse Post-Standard.
STONE
YOUNG
-----------------Smith, Marie Crockett. Gloria HasVelma Olds, Mrs. Vincie Clark and sisted of readings by Mrs. Ada Pres 145.000 on Main street Sunday.
The first Apple Blossom Day in 1 Fell, Theresa Huntley, Joan Smith.:
Mrs. Edith Gregory. Other children cott, Mrs. Alice Kaler and Mrs. Maud
(NOW IPLAYING
arrived after school for a social hour, Tibbetts, a vocal solo by Mrs. Lillian
Col. I. Leslie Cross, general chair York county will be arranged this Nathalie Spear. Richard Butler, Billy
"SMALL TOWN GIRL"
with
there were about 55 in all. At the Joyce, fitting for Mother's Day. In man of the committee which will year at the Quaker Kill orchard in j Chapman, Russell Fales, Henry Marr.!
close of the exercises Miss Edna the dining room the table was laden have charge of the patriotic conven- | North Berwick. The event is spon- Gerald Adams and Howard Martin., JANET GAYNOR.
ROBERT TAYLOB
Gregory presented this pupils' pro with sandwiches and cake and a tions to be Held in this city tlie sec sored by the Sanford Kiwanls club. They performed intricate drills in
Archie's dream. Next in line came
gram: Rolling thc Hoop, Mary Lud- large bowl of fruit punch. The re ond week in June lias received a
the mechanical clowns, with Chesl-ey
wick, Jack and Jill, Joan Spiller; In freshments were served by hostesses reply from Congressman Moran with
Adrms and Stephen Nlckles in cos
My Little Boat, Evelyn Clark and a Mrs. Hattie Bickmore, Mrs. Bertha reference to his request for one or
tume. the former in red and yellow,
vocal number. Mind Your Mother by Greenlaw and Mrs. Lillian Jovce.
mere warships to come to Rockland
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
j the latter in black and white. Lastly
Beverly Glendenning with Evelyn
at that time. Tlie matter has been
MAT. 2. EVE (5:45 A- R 45
CONT. SAT 2 tn 10 30
came the reproachful home work,
Clark as accompanist. The affair
Cotton Dresses in all sizes, $3.95 referred to Division 7 and Congress
SUNDAY 2 6 30 and 8 30
was especially enjoyed by all the, and $5.95 at Alfreda Perry's, 7 Lime- man Moran is very confident that
BE ON HAND
57A58 I (X)ls Bazem ore as Reading, Elizabeth
Daylight Time
Kenniston as (Spelling, and Ann Noryoung folks,
) roek street,
57-Jt
the result will be satisfactory,

AUDIENCE PLEASED

OClETY

And They Shout VALUE!
Note these tiuly spectacular prices presented at
House Cleaning Time when replacements are most
appropriate.

flWlME-UF
jg

SOUND

Beautiful Living Room Suite
Modern, Useful, Comfortable!
A
suite you'll never tire of, so pleasing
are the graceful lines! This suit.’
accurately ri fleets the modern trend,
ft comprises Davenport and (hair,
in a choice of covers similar to cut.
Comp'.ilc ..............................................

$59.50
AND UP

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.

NOW IS THE TIME!

5. E. EATON

25 THRILLS 25
AT THE PARK

Modern Three-Piece Bedroom Suite
Conatetiag of contracting vcncrrel
B<d, Chest and CHOICE of Dresser
or Vanity. Note the clever lotind
mirrors—note lhe novel veneering—
then lonif in and are the suite itself!
Thre. pieces similar to cut..............

$59.50
AND UP

i

The Last Word in Dining Room and
Dinette Suites
Including Table and Six Chairs—
all pieces In love'y ven-rrs of rare
beauty! Here's a suite for persons
who appreciate "tomorrow’!," styles!

$49.50
AND UP

SMASH HIT SPECIALS!
OCCASIONAL CHAIRS
We have a brar.d new let of the e de
lightful chairs In many Gyles. Wil! fit
any couch and dress up any room.
Priced at—

S4.S5

9x12 RUGS,

Many beautiful pattern:; ct <hls lew prii , by tile mckrr, cf Coagolrum. li t us place one i.i yaac I. an.

FLOOR COVERING,

square yard 39c

Wr have several lolls of fine Floor Covrrlng to be cleared at lh «
remark! bly Law Price
Also Rcnnanti in up tj room size lot: at vIt", price;.

MATTSEaSES-SPECIAL!
Wc arc now completely
stocked with mattresses
cf every pi ice ana type
—all sizes.
Inner-Spr ng Mattresses
Extra Special — Red
Cress end Simmonr.

Ask To See These Mattresses
Learn the Astounding Low Prices

CASH OR EASY TERMS

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-325 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Every-Other-Day
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Dr. Evelyn Butlei, Former
Rockland Teacher, Adven
tures In Alaska

dinner by a trader's wife, after she
A FISHING PARTY
and her husband had enjoyed a ride
behind her team of seven fine dogs. Given By Gov. Brann To
"The dinner consisted of willow
Advertise the State —
grouse and "Eskimo pie.” “The I
Eskimo pie," writes Dr. Butler, “was
What It Cost
certainly a novelty to us, though it
(By |W. K Pattangall. former
turned out to be a very modem sort
ot pie. A shell for a filling had ' chief Justice of thc fcalne Superior
been baked first. Then the shell was court.)
filled with a delicious home-made
Gov. Brann has received great
vanilla ice cream covered first with I1 credit as a public administrator by
a layer of cruahed pineapple and thoge whQ
bwn fatlslied u, ac.

Adventuring by airplane and dog
sled in the wastes of far Alaska has
been the experiences for the past
y?ar of Dr. Evelyn Butler, daughter
of Mr and Mrs. Roscoe I. Butler of
Dover-Foxcroft. Dr. Butler and her
cept without analysis the figures put
husband. George A Dale, have eaten set in the oven long enough for the om
hts frlends and associales.
1&st canxpai<!n
re.
ln the homes of native Alaskan meringue to brown and was finished During
by
placing
it
out-of-doors
tn
the
40ln
many
the
MaU
.
villages, sleeping where night found
below-zero air for a few minutes. menl
had carrJed on
them and landing their plane in
What a pie,
various activities of the8tate with [
unknown fields—adventures of the
* * * *
an expenditure, during the fiscal ,
highest order for a Maine girl.
"On another occasion we did not >Tar <ndlng Juiy 1, 1334 Of 10 million 1
Dr. Butler was graduated from the fare quite so well. Webought
sup- dollars
than was requlred during
University of Maine and was former- plies of canned goods from the lhe prevtous 12 months.
ly head of the English department at jtrad€r' borrowed a few dishes and
undoubtedly he believed that this j
_
,
some rabbit robes for bedding, and „... ,rn- nr
would not have stated !
Rockland High School then known „
...
...
; ..
was ,rue or
*oul“ n°l na'e la[ '
a w
llew t0 lhe n'Xt PUtion early the It- and the public believed it because ;
as Evelyn Phillips She secured her followtng morning prepared for a
staled 1L Bul both he and his
Ph D. in education from the Uni few days roughing We stayed in a hearers were mUtaken.
Bi<nnlal Report of the
versity of Iowa. Mr Dale is an asso little wood-shed back of the native
church
and
slept
on
the
floor.
We
!>p
&rLm
ent
of Finance for Maine
ciate supervisor of elementary educafor the office of Indian affairs.
** ,u*d
the publUhed aft<r the ,334 election,
.ion
................... . jjorth jor warming the motor of the
gives the correct figures Tlie gov
and Dr. Butler is her husbands as- pl#ne) ,0
owr
caribou
ernment of Maine expended for all
slstant in this work. Sue has served • meat and smoked salmon strips, and purposes, exclusive of highways, in
as demonstration teacher for the presto! our meal.
the year ending July 1. 1933. the sum
summer demonstration school held
-when we arrived at this station of
0, *15
,IS364
.SU. In
ln the
lne lol
»wing year
year
364.512.
following
for Alaska teachers and is now en- we had hardly removed our duffle t]5 251.852. a difference of *112.660 1
gaged ln an extensive program of from the plane to the sled when we
u the MVlng with which Oov
measuring and pla ining remedial heard a yipping cho.vts and saw all Brann and the Legislature of that
teaching for the elementary school the children of the community run year should be credited.
children of Alaskan native villages. ning down the trail yelling that they
In the earlier year there was paid
The lives of Dr. Butler and her wanted to be "our dogs ' They
out *14.000.000 in the building and
husband are filled with many in seized the ropes and scrambled away, maintaining of highways and bridges;
teresting events which characterize and it was amusing to see them in the latter year *9 000.000 was ex
life and travel in the far North struggling to see which ones would pended for like purposes In other
west. "Travel," write the young actually do the hauling and to see words, under Gov Brann. fewer miles
couple, “in Alaska ls most varied. those who couldn't hold their own of highway were built than under
To date we have covered approxi toppled over and shoved out into Oov. Oardiner and thus *5.000.000
mately 10.001 miles by means ot air the ceep snow at the side of the trail. leas
10 mUHon. was sqjent. If no
plane. dog team. boat, and train.
At this station the first night we highway work had been done at all
Our planes are always equipped with slept on the bare floor. We couldn't ,hf
„ would have been MU1
skis for winter travel and landings sleep and so we lay awake telling
^ery man who refrained
are often made on the ice of lakes stories and trading adventures which ,rom building a uo.000 house last
and rivers, as there arc no real land- »e had experienced '
year could, if he adopted the method
Ing-fields in most of the villages
At the next stop on thia flight in of reasoning here employed, credit
which we visit. As the skis of the surveying the schools of Alaska. Mr himself wlJi having saved *10.000
plane touch the snow in these un- Dale and Dr Butler took a sick and if his imagination was in as
known landing-places, one
always Alaskan child aboard and flew her good working order asthat of Oov
hopes that there will be no logs or 200 miles to the hospital. Dr. Butler Brann-S gutuuslan. couldhave made
drift wood hidden under the smooth tells how the entire village turned .he avto|
by Juat thinMing
surface of the snow. ‘Happy Land out to see the plane take off. and of
ings' is indeed a meaningful term of the deep appreciation of the family
Press reports of the Democratic
farewell which we always hear as we to them ln taking their child where mating at old Orchard last Sum
take off on a trip."
she could have medical attention.
mer reported the Oovernor as say
The return to Fairbanks on this ing that in three years he had saved
The travel by dog team, according trip was a thrilling experience, and
the State 30 million dollars. Of
to Mr Dale, is a slow and laborious flying ahead of a snowstorm, the course lie was misquoted
In the
mode of transportation Many times pilot raced the last 50 miles at a first place he had been Governor
khen the sleds are heavily loaded .peed far above hls usual cruising
only two and one half years at that
and the dogs are making the climb speed. Landing, the party found a tinv and as a matter of fact he had
up steep hills or over banks of rivers scUm of ^e formed over the wings
made no ,uch saving.
and streams. It is necessary for Mr a„d struts of the plane. Hairbreadth
Expenditures of the State, exclu
Dale and his wife to “get out and experiences come often while flying sive of highways, were in the year
push." Time and again they are jn Alaska but they are everyday life ending July 1, 1935 *15.637.122. an
forced to run for a mile or so be- to Dr Butler and her husband and Crease "orer 'either of the two pre
hind the team ln order to keep warm. a U in the line of furthering educa- vlous
Highway* absorbed
“Admiration for cog flesh grows tlon in this remote section of the some $9.000 000 or about the same
whet, you watch a team struggle [ country.
amount as In the year before. By
ahead of a heavy sled all day long
Sojourn ln Fairbanks means a re still restraining highway building.
and then curl up ln the snow to turn for the time being to the lux*5.000.000 was expended less than in
sleep after a single meal consisting xuries o? life—baths, hairdressers the year 1933. making a total of *10of half a fish." writes Mr. Dale. In and barbels. During these times . 000.OCO altogether, accompanied by a
the morning there is much barking they are entertained at dinner and practical cessation of new highwayand frisking about while the dogs theatres by friends. Letters from construction. The Governor's record
are being "hooked up" for the day's home are always waiting at Falr- as an economist is nothing to create
work'
banks, which is another feature of great enthusiasm among taxpayers
Dr Butler recalls pleasantly an their return always anticipated with
But if he ls not as much of a suc
experience at Koyukuk where she pleasure.
cess as an adminis’rator as some
and her husband were served a fine ,
____________
have believed, there is one role ln
QUESTION OF TIME
which he stands preeminent. He is
------. a perfect host. The record of his
Figures In Solution Of This goodwill fishing party at Moosehead
THE

iarger ’

BEST PAINT

Problem—Warren Reader last year P»ve* that
_ .

,

I riumphant
Warren May 5
_
Editor of The Courier-Gazette -

PAINT NOW—PAY LATER
There is no need for delaying the
needed painting or redecorating in
your home. This can be done NOW
and you can pay for it in conveni
ent monthly payments over a 12 or
18-month period. No down payment
required. Our plan includes material
and labor. You may have the work
done by the painter who has been
handling your work previously or we
can recommend good craftsmen to
you.
The cost of the Budget Payment
Plan is low—regular F. H. A. rates.
With this liberal plan available there
Is no need to deny your family the
satisfaction and pride of living in a
well painted and decorated home.
Don’t forget that a good paint Job
not only enhances the value of the
property but protects it against decay
and rapid depreciation. Come in and
let us explain the details of this plan
to you.

The Standard of Quality

Sherwin-Williams
PAINT HEADQUARTERS

W. H. GLOVER CO.
TEL. 14.

ROCKLAND, ME.

chorus of newspapermen were hls
guests. He entertained them well.
wu fQr
pany

trains run on stand- following items;
me some difficulty at Boston & Maine R R„ tickets
the answer to this
and Pullman Reservations. *1.603
a solution ls impos- Copley Plaza Hotel. Boston
Mass.
250
sible unless the train comes in on
Jones Inn. Newport .................
16
fast time.
I Lancey House, Pittsfield ......
10
Apparently the chauffeur started squaw Mountain Inn, Greenon standard time and kept to his
vllle ........ ................................ 4 070
routine schedule, up to the point i chauffeurs
233
where he met Jones, However, whencigars and Cigarettes .................
241
they started home they were 20 GingerAle ..........._..._...............
115
716
minutes to the good. Thus, it is evi- | Guides ......................................
dent that it would have taken the J Gas and OH
...... ..............
100
chauffeur 20 minutes to travel from pishing Tackle ........
142
the point where he met Jones to the Bajt ..........................................
64
station and back again to that same j Boat rentals ............................
500
point, had he continued, or 10 Meals and lunches ................
100
minutes to travel one way. Since it Supplies purchased frem State
was his custom to arrive at the sta
Liquor Commission ..............
310
tion at 4 o'clock, standard time, It
must have been 10 minutes of 4 when
Total ....................................... *8.469
he picked up Jones The train ar
And the Governor paid the whole
rived at 4 o'clock daylight or 3 o'clock bill—out of the State treasury to be
standard time.
Therefore, Jones sure, but still he paid it. The party
walked from 3 o'clock io 10 minutes was gloriously entertained. Maine’s
of four, both standard times, or 50 scenic beauties were properly adver
minutes.
HAW.
tised. An opportunity was granted
every guest to gaze on the waters of
MAKE ’EM HARDER
Moosehead. in the bright sunlight,
under the rays of the pale moon, or
Rockland, May 10
"through a glass dandy,” just accord
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
ing to the taste of each.
In answer to the question asked by
The Governor's financial state
"E.RC."' Vinalhaven in Saturday's ments should not be taken too seri
issue I wish to say that Peggy is 17 ously but when he entertains—he
years old. It is a matter of simple entertains. No guest leaves hls party
algebra to figure out this problem. hungry or thirsty, not if it takes the
Let a equal combined age of father last cent in the public cash box to
and mother and b equal Peggy's age. supply his wants.
Forming the two equations and
working them out we find a to be 85
Rytex Polka printed stationery is
years and as b is equal to 1-5 of a. b on sale at The Courier-Gazette office
must equal 17 years.
R.W.C.
during May and June. This is the
Rockland. Me.
gay. colorful number you have been
P. S Why not send lu a hard asking for. Only $1 a box. Postage
10c.
problem some time?
The fact that
ard time caused
flrst in getting
one. However,

COSTS LESS TO USE
Because it spreads farther,
protects better and lasts
longer.

Jesse Jones.
Gov. James Michael Curley of Massachusetta, other notables and a

New peaks of performance, economy and distinction

in the new Pontiac Eight
TJTTHAT do you look for in an eight? THE
** GREATEST POSSIBLE SMOOTH
NESS 1 What's behind the fame of the
Pontiac Eight? It's a miracle of smooth
ness! Put these two facts together and
you’ll know what eight to buy. You’ll
pick a Pontiac. Because Pontiac’s smooth
ness is built-in smoothness. Thanks to
a big, short-stroke cranksliaft with over
lapping bearings—to the harmonic balancer,
introduced by Pontiac—and to the superprecision balance of rotating parts, the

Pontiac engine has no vibration point
at any speed!
You’ll have to go to twice as many
cylinders to match that kind of perform
ance! Just as you must climb the price
scale to approach Pontiac’s overall quality.
Every Pontiac feature is the finest money
can buy! Moreover, under official super
vision, this big car averaged 22 miles per
gallon! These facts will be enough for the
motor wise. If you want the greatest,
smoothest eight you’ll buy a Pontiac!

L,»r pners al Pontiac. Mich . bejm at HIS (or thr Sit and Vtt lot thr Fitht (subjrct to chantr aithout noticr)
Salrty plata flair standard on t>a Lutr Sis and Fitht Standard itoup ot accraaortas rstra Monthly paymants to
suit your pursa un tha Oanrrat Mateo lnstallmant Plan.
Qanatal Motors Valua.

A

t W. HOPKINS, INC.
ENTER

PONTIAC’S

"ROBBER OF YOUTH"

TeL 1000-W

712 Main St, Rockland

NATIONAL ECONOMY CONTEST-FREE CARS-164 CASH

LIFE FILLED WITH ROMANCE

AT CASTINE NORMAL
Musicians from the Eastern State

Young Mothers Face Menace
Normal School Alumni are assisting
store In Bath, Kr.auff Bros.' store ln
(Continued from Page One)
Miss Josephine W Oray '19. a well
Of Tuberculosis—Seeking
----------------------------------------------- ~~ Waterville, the Morton store In known reader In presenting a pro
To Quell It
even break. When t traveler paid Thomaston, the Henry Lowell store

PRIZES

are taking part and :he plays are to
be criticised ln a friendly way by
Prof. Herschel Bricker of the Univer
sity of Maine. Following the presen
tations the casts are to bi entertained
• in the Little Theatre by the Drama' tic Club of the School.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Orett F. Robinson
were at their home in Thomaston for
the weekend.

gram at the Park Street Church in
“In connection with Mother's Day,, hls fare in cash (usually gold or in Lewiston and the Bangor Dry Bangor tonight. The program is be
silver* the conductor threw It to the Ooods Cos store ln Bangor, at the ing sponsored by the Bangor-Brewer
which is to be celebrated through
, „ .u .
„„ same time starting branches In Old j Alumni Association of E. S. N. S.
out the country next Sunday", said ear celling tnd all that remained on Town and Fairfield. Just as the
• • • «
was beginning to function in
Dr Chas. Sylvester, chairman of the the bell rope went to the company. .
Frank Elliott of the State auditing
tuberculosis section of Che Maine : The talanre was the conductors, thus a satisfactory degree, along came the department was a school visitor Wed
Wife (heatedly)—You're lazy, you're
Public Health Association. "It is giving the railroads a square deal." panic of 1897. and Mr. Moody aban- nesday and Thursday.
worthless, you're bad tempered, you're
• • • •
doned the enterprise.
timely to urge again the need for
shiftless, you're a thorough liar.
Investmenl and Panic
Prof
M
J
Bradshaw
of the Ban
Husband (reasonably)—Well, my
protecting our young mothers against
Expensive Export Experiment
Leaving the railroad employ. Mr
gor Theological Seminary gave an dear, no man is perfect.—Vancouver
tuberculosis."
Going to New York, he associated illustrated talk on hls trip through
Province.
Miss Jessamine S. Whitney, statis Moody bought 10 acres of land in the
himself with James Risk, an Omaha j the Holy Land at the Normal as
tician of the National Tuberculosis northern part of Omaha and divided commisglon
and the next
sembly hall on Monday evening
Association, found that although it into 50 lots known as Portland
years f0Und him a salesman on under the auspices of the Castine
there has been a steady decline
place. He made money »rom this the road for this combination.
throughout the country in the num Investment during a building boom. • Mr. Moody's next move and one of Women's Club. • • • •
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
ber of deaths from tuberculosis dur- |
Plans are being completed for the
and with this revenue in 1881 estab-' the most important he ever made as
ing the past 29 years, the decrease
lished at the corner of Dodge and a business man was his entrance into Play Exhibition to be held in Emer
BE ON HAND
57&58
in deaths for young women between
Fifteenth Streets the first real de- a New York partnership known as son Hall Friday. Local high schools
the ages of IF and 25 been less than
par'.ment store ln Omaha
The Risk. Moody & Robinson, direct mill
for young men ln that age period. I
building was 69x200 feet, and
had agents for a line of underwear,
This, added to the fact that the peak
Tlie hosieryand sweaters, located at 354
of tuberculosis mortality for both 5 three stories and a basement.
new concern was known as the Bell Fourth avenue.
sexes and all ages up to or beyond '
Department Store and paid a fair inThe concern one year did a busimiddle life falls among girls of these
come for two years, along with a ness of *3.000.000 and the exultant
ages, is probably the most striking I
branch store at Clark Neb.
partners decided to go into the expoint in any analysis of tuberculosis
And then came the panic of 1893— port business. The concern shipped
mortality in the United States.
the worst outside of he modern de- enormous quantities of its goods to
Tlie effect which marriage maypression that Mr. Moody can recall. South America and Cuba, but the rehave on this tuberculosis mortality
It was especially ruinous to interests ( turns failed to come in and the firm
among women has not been definite- 1
in the Middle West. There had took an enormous loss
ly established but the majority of
been a destructive drouth in the
Mr. Moody nearing the 80-mark
students of the subject agree that
Platte valley; the hot winds had withdrew from active business and
childbirth does lower resistance and
burned up the com crop and the spends most of his time at his
lowered resistance may pave the way
people on the ranches had been left Thomaston home, deriving a confor tuberculosis.
destitute.
Practically all of the siderable income from the large
One of the chief aims of the Early
banks had failed.
apartment house which lie owns on
Diagnosis Campaign which the
Pioneer
Chain
Stores
P#rk
street- BrooWtae.
Maine Publiq Health Association is
The city of Omaha was practically I An
tntimale friendship with
conducting this spring is to try to
owned
by
Boston
Capitalists
through
3enator
Oeor8e Canfield, great chum
reduce this high tuberculosis mortali
ty among young women. Thro ugh mortgage loans To allay the fears of of Buffal° BiU led t0 Mr Moody'8
the tuberculin test, which if found to the money-lenders, a padded popula acquaintance with the scout, and the
be positive, should be followed by an tion was shown in 1890. Mr. Moody latter once umpired a baseball game
X-ray examination, the disease may says the story was widely current ln In which Mr. Moody, still addicted
be caught in its early stage when re the Middle West that hotel guests to athletics, was one of the players.
PRINTED STATIONERY
covery is practically assured. The were included in thc informal census The game was be-,ween a Union
expectant mother as well as the taking and that some names were j Pacific team and Council Bluffs. One
A DISCRETELY GAY WRITING CREATION WITH THE
young mother should guard herself even taken from the monuments in I of ,Mr Moody s "collections of the
SMART LITTLE POLKA DOT BORDER ON SHEETS AND
llminatlng
the
Kamc
b
that
nobody
disputed
the
ENVELOPES.
and her children by Including tiiese the cemeteries.
probable exaggeration, the propon 1 great Indian fighter.
tests in routine examinations.
Double or Note Sheets with the gay polka border in Green,
Mr. Moody had made his baseball
Mother's Day is a reminder that ents of thc “census" managed to
Blue. Violet or Brown.
modern weapons which now are used show a population of 142.000. where- reputation as a member of Bhe
against tuberculosis, the “robber of as the official census ten years later Resoiutes of St. Stephen, N. B„ on
50 SHEETS
youth,” will help to reduce the need (1900* showed only 102.000 lnhabi- which he alternately pitched and
50 ENVELOPES
less number of deaths among young tants. A partial explanation of this Played shortstop. Pitchers at that
loss would be found in the exodus '‘me used the underhand ball solely,
Postage 10c Extra
mothers.
which occurred after the panic.
i
bring permitted to throw from '
O Printing on Sheets and Envelopes in Blue, Green.
With what he had been able to a P°lnt above the level of the hips, j
Young Golf Player (pressing)—
Brown or Violet ink.
1883, on Memorial Day, Moody
Please get a move on. Try to be a salvage front hls business under- 1
tl Polka borders—bright as a flower garden—in Blue.
little quicker, if you won't let us taking Mr. Moody returned to Maine | Pitched for a trade team against a
Green, Violet or Brown.
through.
andi in 1895. in partnership with team representing the Primrose, I
r Sperial!
Be sure to buy several boxes at this low
Elderly Player (teeing up)—Young Joseph ,A. Brewster, established a Thatcher and West minstrel troupe !
price (or future use and for delightful gifts.
man, we don't want any advice from shirt factory in Camden. At the end and won 17 to 7. The newspapers of ;
you. I expect we were playing this of the year Mr. Moody disposed of that period spoke of his marvelous ;
Interest in this ousiness to Mr. Pitching, and intimated that he had .
game before you were born.
Young Player—That's quite prob Brewster, and straightway became inisred his calling by not following j
able, but please try to finish before the pioneer chain store merchant in ) the baseball profession.
. N N r-l N N H N H rJ pi rJ r1N rJ N N rJ N N N N rJ N N NN pJ N N N N r-fr-i N i M
lunch.
Maine, taking over the J. L. Purinton
(Concluded in Thursday's issue)
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